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rousing meeting of the state
pomological society at Waterville recently. As already noted in these
columns, a strong programme was provided, and the discussions following the
It

was

a

various addresses were very heipful.
At the business meeting the same board
It now
of officers were re-elected.
stands as follows: President, William
Craig of Auburn; vice-presidents, Edward L. White of Bowdoin and G. L.
Palmer of Fa*t Livermore; secretary, W.
J. Ricker of Turner; treasurer, E. J.
Lincoln of Wayne.
The society set on foot important
A committee was instructed
measures.
to appear before tbe legislature and
urge the purchase of an experimental
Irait farm, the one at the college of
agriculture at Orono not being adapted
Another fully as imto fruit cu'ture.
portant measure was that of appointing
» committee to prepare a bill to be presented to the legislature, providing that
upou every closed box or barrel of fruit
that is put up and offered for sale or
ihipment shall be the name of the owner,
iiuie of packing, name of variety and the
jrade, whether No. 1, No. 2, or No. 8.
In addition, the bill is to describe the
So. 1 apples, so there can be no mia:ake. Still further, the society voted to
nstruct the committee to add to the
preceding section one providing for size
>f barrel and box, so that it may be uniThe size of
orm throughout the state.
larrel adopted was that provided by tbe
>i!l before congress, and is 17 1-8-inch
lead, 28 1-2-inch stave, and contents not
ess
than 100 quarts. For a box, the
Maine society adopted the Canadian
ityle of 10x11x20 inches.

J

J

TALK ON CHKItKIKS

There were
many interesting adIresses at the session. S. G. Shurtleff
He cancave a tine talk on Tbe Cherry.
lot understand why it is that a fruit so
one
and
lighly prized by the ancients
iniversaily grown in Europe and adapt>d to this couutry is so neglected. In
tfaine it is less grown than in any other
It is a fruit within the reach of
itate.
>very person who owns a small piece of
ground, and, therefore, should receive
attention. In recent years, since canued
ruits have become an important branch
>f domestic economy, the cultivation of
he cherry has assumed increased iroporFew fruits are so desirable for
lance.
canning as the cherry, for it does not
A later
ose any flavor when canned.
ssne of The New Eogland Homestead
will carry some of the experiences of Mr.
>burtlelf in raising cherries.
In an interesting address on Maine
>rchard diseases, Prof. W. J. Morse
>rougbt out some important facts. lie
regrets to find so many neglected orjhards about the state. There are some
which are very well cared for, but Prof.
Morse believes that many more should
be found. Frequently, apparent ueglect
in the orchard is due to the scarcity of
.•rfidetit help or the orchard may be on
side hill and the owner content to take
what he can get—a third-rate fruit—withProf. Morse
return.
out any care in
lays New Englanders believe in the goshe asks if
then
pel of the square deal and
it is a fair thing to dig a lot of holes in
the green-sward, frequently too close togetber, put an apple tree in each hole,
.•all the collection au orchard, and then
leave it alone, trusting the Lord to do
the rest. That is the way some of our
Farmers are doiug who are always careful to take reasonably good care of their
:rops and stock.

Comforts from Mouse and Farm.
Winters are long and dreary in some
( ections; you get restless, long for social
| ileasures; home seems dull. Need it be
( of Why not make your place so cheer| ul people will hunt you out. Tou can
, oake it the very place for sleighing par\ ies to head for.
If, in daytime, it is
j looded with sunshine, and at night the
] ights gleam out cheerfully, you and
rour family will not be left alone.
TUE BOCSI

9H0ULD UE MADE

<uy to live in. Doors that are "balky"
liould be rehinged, made to operate
vith perfect ease. A half saeb, let in
tetween two full length windows even
vith the upper halves of those, often
vill add greatly to the pleasantness of a
1 nom, yet not take up furniture space.
I sash in an outer door lets the light
Nothing will
I ;leam out cheerfully.
ender a bouse cheery equal to a full,
>road light.
1

j

JAKE

THE

APPROACH

ENTE ΗΤΑ INI NO.

The approach to the house is really a
Make steps
rital factor in hospitality.
Among the
rery easy of rise and tread.
( grandest old homes in Virginia will be
broad
, teen fascinating,
stone, with a fij nch rise, and 15-inch tread. It is a de| ight to pass over such steps. One can·
, lot tomble down them, if one makes a
,

ilip.

And the path leading from the highway to the house I It was remarked by a
j, ■ity visitor on seeing an exceedingly
j, iteep path leading to the door of a
nountain home, that she "did not see
tow anythiog but members of the tiger
'
says Mr.
amily could get up it, for to climb it,
some in- i

Under some conditions,
Morse, bordeaux roay cause
:a)led for claws."
jury to the foliage of the apple. This i
A STEP HERE AND THERE.
and
with
ue
happens only occasionally
When a path is very steep a few steps
infar
causes
scab
alone
greater
apple
' nserted will make it easier. Such path
jury aunually than does bordeaux iu the; 1 ihould not take direct course, but deavoid
To
occurs.
seasons
it
Infrequent
riate, with steps in at a turn, and be
spray injury, Prof. Uedrick of New 1 iure to
put a strong hand-rail at such
iork makes the following suggestions: ΐ1·ΛΑ
LTse less copper sulphate, give the three
Often, one may say almost invariably,
pounds copper sulphate, three pounds he
upper side of such path slants up,
lime to 50 gallon.* water, a thorough
to that one walking there not only goes
trial. Spray in moderation and spray to
hill, but walks on a side bill also.
rover the foliage and fruit with a thin | ip
this by cutting out the bank on
til m and yet not have the trees drip Remedy
1 he upper side, so that the paths may
borthe
use
as
far
So
possible
lieavily.
' iave an even grade.
leaux only in dry weather. Cse equal
THE FIRST OF HOME COMFOBTS.
amounts of lime and copper.
The apple scab in Maine is responOne "city farmer" being questioned as
sible for more loss in dollars and cents :o why be bought a certain rocky, hilly
than is any other fungous growth. The arm, and how he liked it, answered:
loss from this disease is largely in re"I bought here for the scenery. That
Juciug the per cent of No. 1 apples and , itands as a matter of course. We like
not in the destruction of the fruit as is
t here, because we have the grandest
caused by most other parasites. It is tind of living; such as it is impossible to
»afe to say that 75 to 95 per cent of loss ret in the city. Everything is strictly
from the scab might be avoided by ! resh from ground, garden and trees;
proper spraying.
lothing tampered with. We have homeThe black rot fungus is entitled to , ■aised meats, splendid milk and butter
the second place in the way of destruc- | η abundance. We enjoy home comfort,
tiveness. It causes a complete and strictly good, pure living is of prime imrapid decay of the fruit, often while still ! uirtance—the very first of home comi»n the trees.
Thorough spraying will ! 'orts as we count it here.
tend to remove the danger of fruit decay
There is scarcely a farm where the
by killing off the spores and keeping the >wner declares he "can get nothing out
fungi checked
during the summer. )f it" but there is some other party who
Prof. Morse closed his excellent address :an get something out of it. .Look
t>y reminding fruit .growers that any iharply at the places of best appearance,
ipecimens of fruit rois, leaf spots or tnd where the occupants appear most
fungous diseases may be sent to the :omfortable. Look at them in detail,
itation for identification and for sug- ind wisely make note of what you can
lo in the same line at your place.
gestions as to the remedial measures.

j

J
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Behman's

Compromise.
Sy

ΤΟ. F. Bryan.

Copyrighted. 1908, by Associated
Literary Press.

-8he bad removed her glove, and one
bare band rested white against the
white of the rail. Her face wai turned from him, and she waa looking ont
acroM the sound, pretending an Inter-

est Id one of the winking beacons
whose lights she could not see through
her tears.
The young musician ended his tune
and without pause began to play another, a farewell song that bad been
familiar to Bebman since his child-

π
For a third time the "By Bequest" hood.
He knew that it was a favorite of
sign was huug la front of the music
wondered if the song
stand, and as Arthur Behman came Nell's, and he
would make her epeak. There was a
resfrom
the
stairs
down
the
slowly
lift to the fragile eboulders, as though
taurant on the upper deck the strains
she was holding back her sobs, but she
of "The Merry Widow" waltz filled the
gave no sign of being aware of his
m

social hall.

Behman fled.

It was not so bad on the forward
deck, where the scraping of catgut was

replaced by the music of the waves.
Now and then the deep toned whistle

sounded above the noise of the water,
but a smart breeze from dead ahead
carried aft the sound of the man made

music.
It was cool, almost cold, on the forward deck, and considerations of comfort as well as culture held the people
Behman was glad
Inside the cabin.
that It was so.
He bad the deck to himself, so he lit
a cigar and took a camp chair well
ahead of the deck lights, shaded to-

the bow
might be more
boats.
There was no
shone brightly in
ward

port lights
easily seen by other
that

A*

ADDRESS

OK

UNUSUAL

IXTKKÏST.

The address by Mrs. V. P. DeCoster
The Husk and the Kernel of Rural
Life, was not only interesting, but very
helpful. She began by referring io a
complimentary way to the commission
appointed by President Roosevelt to
assist in rural uplift She believes
Prof. Bailey, the chairman of the commission. is the best fitted man in the
country for the position given him by
President Roosevelt. Continuing, Mrs.
DeCoster said: "The better education
a perxon has, the better he can appredate country life. An uneducated farmer
can enjoy nature in a sort of iudifferent
way. He lives mostly on the husks of
country life. He has never been taught
to dig into it for the sweet kernel that
study and research will give. We unconsciously see and hear the things in
which we are most interested. The bird
lover while walking or riding will see a
bird or a nesr, or catch a note wholly
unobserved by the ignorant man. The
botanist sees a flower no other man
would have noticed.
"It is not enough to live in the country and simply know enough to get dollars out of the soil. We must love it
and study it and get into the heart of it.
The reason so many business men have
purchased farms is because they have
learned there is a chance to use their
brains and make them pay. It used to
be said that education turns young men
from the farm. That is no longer true.
Even a naturally bright boy or girl can
grow up on a farm woefully ignorant if
not taught to study and observe. We
are waking to the fact that in this competitive age our children must be taught
If
to us· their hands as well as brains.
a child brings into the honse a bug or a
flower and asks you about it, and you
cannot even tell its name, he loses hi·
Interest, and is not very likely to bring
another. But If you can tell him all
about its life habits he will be Interested, feel acquainted with It, and continue
1 its
study.

on

the

moon, but the stars
the cloudless sky, and
the. Milky way, like some phantom
banner, streamed across the blue expanse. Beyond the dark waters a darker tone told of the land, and here and
there the lights of the beacons winked
solemnly Into the night.
There was the smell of ealt In the air,
the tang of the sea that Behman loved,
and for the first time in weeks he almost knew content.
It was worth while, this communion
of the night and the sea, and Behman
was grateful to the musicians who had
driven him from the cabin, with Its
satin upholstered chili re and Its guplng

occupants.

Somewhere inside sat Nell Wheaton.
He had seeu her in the dluing saloon,
and he had taken a seat close to the
stairs—and the music—that he might
be as far from her as possible.
lie had uo mind to let her think that
he would seek to attract her attention.
He knew that she had learned that her
jealousy was entirely without foundation. It was her place to speak first.
Probably she was In there, with other
tourists, listening to the baud.
He was better off here iu the cool of
the summer eveulug. It was a symbol
perhaps. He was far better off, after
all, eveu If she had broken the engagement, aud he had vowed that life was
no longer worth the living.
Down ou the lower deck a boyish
laugh raug out Half a dozen youngsters were crowded into the sharp bow
and were leaning over the rail watchlug the white fall of water on either
side of the prow.
Their voices came to Behman vaguely and Indistinctly, aud he smiled Indulgently as he caught the note of
youth and love of life. He had felt
like a boy himself only a week ago.
Now he was a man who would carry
thruugh life the thought that a woman's Jealousy and a woman's pride
had spoiled his career. Let the boys
Their awakening
have their laugh.
would come all too soon.
Behman fouud it rather pleasant to
sit and dream of the last few weeks.
He was at the stage where self commiseration is a balm to wounded
feelings, and be went over the incidents that had resulted in the breaking
of the eugagemeut by Nell Wheaton,
assuriug himself that his course bad
been blameless.
Surely it was Nell's place to speak,
and as be started out into the night
Behmau fouud pleasant occultation in
wondering Just how she would make
imolnirv

She was clearly in tbe wrong, and
it would uever do to bow to ber before
He would be henpecked
marriage.
all his life, and Behtnan hated the
eight of a henpecked man.
lie would be rather stem at first.
He might even make her plead a little, but in the end he would be magnanimous and would forgive her on
her promise not to offend agaiu.
Tor her own sake as well as his, for

presence.
The music paused abruptly In t'.iC
middle of a strain, as the mother of
the player came to call him to bed, and
with a shout the little party hurried
Into the cabin.
Nell paused a moment, then turned
as though to go, but a band rested
over ber own and held the slender An-

gers firmly with a grip that pained.
"Don't go. Nell," pleaded Behman.
"Stay here nnd make up."
"I thought that you would not even
compromise," she said uncertainly.
"Compromise be banged!" he cried.
"I don't care what you think of me.
I'm tired of waiting for you to be the
first to speak. Will you be friends,

dear?"
lie felt the relaxation of her attitude. and he drew her within the circle of his arm.
"Is thiit the way you treat your
friends?" she demanded, with a lauRh.

"That's the way I treat bad little
girls," he explained. "I've been bad
too. If you want to punish me, why"—
He paused suggestively, but Nell only
tapped his bronzed cheek with ber
bund.
"It was punishment enough to have
to break your no compromise declaration." she said lightly.
"That was not a punishment," was
the fervent assertion. "I enjoyed It.
I'm glad I found It out, because now
after we're married there'll be no need

of compromise."
"There'll he no need for making up,"
promised Nell as she slipped her arm
through his.
Nero as an Art Lover.
One fact redeems to a certain extent
the memory of an emperor whose
name is held In abhorrence by young
students of history. The fact Is that,
whenever excavations have been made
In grounds known to have belonged to
Nero, some genuine work of a Greek
master has been sure to come to light.
In other words, the only chauce we
have left of discovering lost masterpieces is to follow In the footsteps
of Nero and search whatever building
or site Is known to have been inhab-

PRACTICAL WORK AT HOME.

touch the girl bad lie desired.

ILL WIND'S
GOOD.

dryly.

"There was a very

By CHARLES CRAVES.

—

Evidently Miss Caverly had grown
Goodhue
weary of waiting for him.
took a long, lugubrious look at the distant sail and groaned.
Vet he was not the man tô submit
tamely to adverse circumstances. At
the end of the pier lay hope in the
shui>e of his own power boat, pulling
at her painter us she swung to the tide.
In η moment lie had scrambled aboard,
pulled the cover from the engine and
turned over the flywheel.
There was a series of sharp reports.
He threw off the moorings, sprang to
the little wheel In the bow, and the
power boat went tearing away from
the pier, seuding up twin waves of
white spume at her bow as she sped
In pursuit of the distant knockabout.
The engine of a power boat, however, is not one of the things to be

death

among such certainties
and taxes. Scarcely hud

as

he

of which wus kind, generous, poetic,
artist!<·. musical, while the other wus
unspeakably depraved. Nothing could
show better this contrast In his personality than a comparison between
two portrult busts, still extant, the
first taken soon after his accession to
the throne, while still guiltless of dis·
sipation, the other after a few years of
shocking decadence and depravity.
The account given by Suetonius of the
first period of bis career is quite charming. The youth appears to bave been devoted, body and soul, to sport and art
ruther than to the ruling of the empire.
—Rodolfo I.anclanl in Putnam's and
the Reader.

Arithmetic Mad· Easy.
The class In business arithmetic In
one of the evening schools Is mad· up
wholly of men who wield the pickax
and push the shovel during the day.

ambitious to improve
These men
their minds, and the fact that they give
up their evenings to study shows that
are

they appreciate the value of a trained
mind. But they are pathetically stupid
in some thlugs.
"On the first evening," said the teach-

"I asked the claes, 'How much is
six times two?' There wag no apparent desire to shirk the question, but no
amount of head scratching or knittfbg
of brows could bring forth an answer.
"
Til put the question In another
'Suppose your boss Is
way,' said I.
er,

I home.—Circle."

—

"x'll

—^i-v^TC-

GOIXU TO FINISH OUT TUAT
POSAI,," UK DUCLAllMU.

Pi:<V

spond.

Goodhue hurled the wrench angrily
into the locker, shook a vindictive flst
at the balky machinery and delivered
himself of his opinions concisely and

forcefully.

Then he looked despairingly at the
sail momentarily growing smaller to
the eastward and ruefully surveyed
the blue streak of shore behind him,
not without certain poignant longings
for breakfast.
All his labors had merely succeeded
in getting htm stalled here in the midHe grunted his disdle of the bay.
gust, tied his handkerchief to a boat
hook as an improvised signal of disThen
tress and set it up In the stern.
he stretched himself upon the cushions and calmly went to sleep.
He was awakened by rippling laughter. He Jumped up to find close alongside a knockabout with its sail rattling
eharply as it headed into the wind. By
the tiller was Helen Caverly. her eyes

sparkling

as

she took in his plight.

melodramatic attiQoodhue struck
tude. one hand on his forehead, the
other at his throat.
"Help!" he cried, nodding toward his
a

distress signal.
The girl laughed again.
'•What on earth are you doing out
toere so early In the morning?" she said
mockingly. "Are you aware that it Is
but a trifle past 10:30?"
"I am pursuing you," said he, "or,
rather, I was pursuing yon until this—
this unmentionable engine went back

me."
"And why were you pursuing me?"
"I wanted that sail you promised
me this morning."
"I waited for you until long after 9."
"I—I
Goodhue grinned sheepishly.
overslept," he confessed lamely. "Then
on

whea I got down to the pier and found
you gone I started out in the power
boat—without any breakfast."
"What noble self sacrifice !" she

mocked.
"And I'd have caught you, too, but
It always breaks
for that engine.
down when you want it most. However, you've seen my plight and come
alongside, and that's the main thing,
after ail. W· can have that sail now,

lan't we?"
"Do you think she deserves it?"
"Frankly, I don't, but I'm going to
trust to your generosity."
She looked at him doubtfully for η
'Of course," she said at
moment
length, "I can't desert you like this,
helpless as you are upon the high seas.
Come aboard. I'll tow you back. Tou
must be very hungry by this time."
Goodhue caught up the boat hook,
pulled the power boat alongside the
knockabout and scrambled over her
rail.
In a moment the painter was
fast, and, towing the helpless craft be-

hind ber, the knockabout

shoreward.

was

beaded

a

fe=

"Misa Pollard! This Is a surprise indeed! I supposed that you were out

west."

Christopher Brooks, boarding the fust
train in Philadelphia, motioned to the
porter to place his suit case In the section occupied by France· Pollard and

Bank into the seat beside her in response to the mute invitation in her
eyes.
"I am to visit old school friends."
explained the girl. "It is my first visit

to New York."
"And you never let me know that
you were coming!" Chris' tones were
laden with reproach.
"How could I?" defended the girl.
"In spite of the .act that you did not

my last letter, I wrote you that
I was coming east and that I should
be glad to have you meet me at the station in Chicago and visit between

answer

trains."

"Chicago!" echoed Chris. "I went to
1 wrote
New York tlx months ago.

fast. Will you listen?"
The girl turned to him with flushed
face, but her eyes were shining.
"You certainly must have that breakfast," she chuckled. "Go ahead. I am
all attention."

land.
Most nations have owned It by turns,
but it bas been sooner or later abandoned by them all as worthless, and
this although It covers an area variously estimated at from 1,500 to 2,000
square miles. At present France is in

•VQ

"I'VE FOUND YOK Τ WICK I.VblDK uF
HOUKS."

TVV

you of the change, and us you d: 1 a
reply I supposed that you were lost i
the social whirl and did not care (.
waste time iu writing when 1 was .«··:.

far away."
"You should have known me betltr
thau that." The words were simple
but the look accompanying tlier.i v.*
eloquent. It seemed to tell Cliil.i tli.it
only through faint heartedness 11 ·.« 1 lie
failed to win his fair lady and tlia:
there still might be a chance.
"It seems to L»e ιι muddle all around.'
he said. "The firm were rallier angr;
at my going, th-uigh I gave them ιw·
weeks' notice, and they knew that
was

bettering myself."

"The chances are that they did not
forward your letter to me and dil not
I remember
mail my letter to you.
that I dropped it into the otUce mall
box. The «ashler was a petty sort of
of
person. This may have been one
his revenges."
The many changes which had conn
to lioth since their partluir furnished :
theme for conversation, and the train
was pulling Into the terminal at .Terse;
City before It was exhausted.
Exultingly C'brls felt that the inisuii
derstntiding was nil cleared up. and he
told himself that it would not lie Ills
fault If Frances did not return home
an

engaged girl.

"Will your friends be here to meet

you?" he asked as the porter took thoi
street not far from Bedford square, hand
bags.
when a stranger, against whom hé
"I told them not to bother." explain
nearly ran, said:
ed Frances. "Bessie's mother Is an In
"Can you tell me precisely where I
valid, and Bess works downtown sonu

the thickest fogs ever known, politely
helped a lady In distress near the Kensington road. The lady couldn't even
recognize her own house among several all alike, and the sergeant, on her
behalf, knocked at a door and was an-

swered by a man.
The lady did not live there, but an
hour or two afterward I arrested the
He
man who had come to the door.
was a German baker, the head of a
large firm, and we had been seeking
him for months.
The Man In th· Houm.
The hour was midnight In the home
o* the Ramscatters. The family consisted of Mr. and Mrs. Ramscatter and
their young sou, George, almost at the

zge of maturity. All had retired when
auddenly a loud yell penetrated the
air.
"There's a mftn In the house!"
The alarm awakened mother and fa·
ther. They jumped up, screaming:
"Where? Where?"

"Here!"

Ramscatter
It
proceeded cautiously across the hall to
bis son's room with a revolver In one
hand. He was followed by hie wife.
"George, are you injured?" shouted
was

George's voice.

the father.

"There's

a man

in the house!" came

the reply.
Ramscatter prepared to Are ae he
threw open the door.
"I don't see any man!" he exclaimed
as he flashed on the electric lights.
"He's right here," answered the eon.
"What do you mean, George?"
"I mean that it's now five minutes
after 12 o'clock. Today Is my birthday, and I'm twenty-one years old."—
Bohemian

Magazine.

Too Cheap.
The class at kirk had been reading
the story of Joeeph and his brethren,
and It came to the turn of the visiting
minister to xamine the boys.
The replier to all of ills questions had
been quick, intelligent and correct,
such as:
"What great crime did these sons of
Jacob commit?"
"They sold their brother Joseph."
"Quile correct And for how much?"
"Twenty pieces of sliver."
"And what added to the cruelty and
wickedness of these bad brothers?"

A pause.
"What made their treachery even
more detestable and heinous ?"
Then a bright little fellow stretched
out an eager hand.
"Well, my man?"
"Please, air, they eelt him ower

cheap."

He bare*

gates were cloned, and he stood on the
forward deck to cool off.
When the boat should make the Jersey shore this worry would be at au
end. So he regarded the panorama of
river life complacently.
lie was (be first passenger off the
boat and out on to the concourse, but
neither on the concourse nor In the
waiting room could he find her, though
She must have
he searched both.
boarded the Cortlandt street ferry, so
for a second time be made for the Blip,
catching the same boat that had carOne of the
ried him across before.
dcck hands regarded blm curiously as
he passed.
"Aln'J you the fellow what paid his
fare to me to stay on the boat a couple
of trips ago?" he demauded.
Chris nodded, and the man grinned.
"I thought you was," he continued.
"There was a lady down here looking
for you this last trip. I remembered
you went right back, and I sent her on
She didn't
to Twenty-third street.
have the price of her fare," he added
meaningly, and again the grateful
Chris passed out a colli.
"Funny you iMdn't seo h^r," mused
ihe man as he elip;>cd the money into
his pocket.
"She was on the boat
when we landed. I told her to take a
look around and then make, for the

Tweuty-third street κΙΙ;>.
"I was looking in the waiting room
for her," explained Chris.
"I guess
It'll be all right now."
But things were far from all right
When Chris leaped from the boat at
the uptown landing, the doorman who
had spoken to him before laughed
loudly as be caught sight of the panting and perspiring traveler.
"I told yon to wait on the Jersey
side," he cried "The girl came back,

told her you were down there
The man on one of the Cortlandt street boats sent her up here
while I was sending you back. I told
ber to sit there In the shed this time
for an hour and I'd find you somehow. Better stay on this boat. The
You owe a ticket for
fare's 8 cents.
her too. She didn't have any money."
Chris passed over a dollar. "Keep
the chan-φ; It's worth It." he said, and
he went back on the boat.
Fifteen minutes later the crowd
surged off the boat In α rush for the
trains, and Chris went with the tide of
humanity until It separated toward the

Land la a Region of Perpetual 8torme.
Of all places on earth outside the
arctic and antarctic regions Kerguolen
Laud, in the Indian ocean, is the most
Isolated and inhospitable. Indeed, it
is generally known to mariners not by
its official title, but as Desolation is-

am? I've got mixed up somehow."
"Follow me and I'll show you," said
the officer. And he did show him—to
the police station, for the man was the
very one he had been looking for.
In another case a seegeant, in one of

out.

waiting.

Kerguelon

treacherous mudholes.
The climate Is probably the worst In
the world. Terrific tempests follow one
another practically without ceasing'
and are accompanied l>y torrents of ice
cold rain, hall, sleet and snow. The
Challenger expedition spent a month
there, during which time there were
only three fine days. And this was In
December-January, when it Is midsummer In those latitudes.
Its discoverer, M. Kerguelen Treuiarec, although at first be professed to be
enraptured with It, lived to confess
that it was unfit for human habitation.
"Not even Eskimos," he exclaimed,
"could exist there."—rearson's.

pulling

and I

DESOLATION ISLAND.

London Fog.
passed the can buoy ou the outer
A London fog brings out hundreds of
legde when there was nil ominous
thieves, but it also brings out men who
coughing of the exhaust.
A detective
Immediately It grew spasmodic and are wanted by the police.
seemed to take a half hearted, despair- told a representative of the press
of thieves
ing uote. Then it ceased altogether, about two curious instances
and with this cessation the little craft being caught In this way:
We had been on the lookout for
lay helpless on the long swells coming
weeks for a swindler who had stolen
In from the bay.
The inspector
Countless precedent cases had taught bonds In his possession.
declared
lie pulled off who had the warrant at last
Goodhtle what to do.
have got out of the
his coat, caught up a wrench and at- that the man must
one densely foggy night
tacked the engine, not without a cer- country. But
the Inspector happened to be In a quiet
tain grim wrath.

At the end of half an hour, despite
nil his art and all his mad efforts with
the wrench, the engine, beyond h few
derisive, choking puffs, refused to re-

WILLIAMS.

Copyrighted, 1906. by Associated
Literary Pre··.

about them.
"Besides which," he went on, "kindly remember that I have had no break-

nominal possession of it, she having
annexed It In 1893.
The soil is utterly barren. Practically the whole of the Interior is covered with snow fields of unknown
depth, whence glaciers flow down to
the sea. Where there are no snow
fields there are morasses and bidden,

ited by him—whether the golden house
Itoiue or the hunting box at Sublaqueuui or the sea cottage at Antlurn.
Born in the last named place on Dec.
15. A. D. 37, he seems to have been
possessed of u double nature, one half

FRANCES.

By CARL

the boat wa·

ly managed to leap aboard before the

FINDING

particular Reason

why 1 shouldn't miss It," he went on
Copyrighted. I90S-. by Associated
placidly, Ignoring her tone. "I wanted
Pre»·.
Literary
to finish out what I was saying to yon
£ night before last on the Gregorys'
a Benson
Λ flood of golden morning sunshine piazza when that Idiot of
us."
streaming through the windows and came out and interrupted
A ware of color surged into the girl's
falling full upon his fact awakened
Her none went up in the air a
cheek.
Tom Goodhue. It awakened him with
fraction of an inch.
a rather unpleasant star,, and brought
"Under the circumstances," said she,
to his mind the disquieting tuspicion
"considering the fact that I have just
that he hud overslept.
rescued you from a rather trying sitHe came out of bed with a bound uation, it seems to me no gentleman
and looked at his watch. It was 0:30 would take advantage"
Goodhue moved closer to her.
—half past 0, and he had an appoint"No gentleman would have missed
ment to go salliiig with Helen Caverly
this mornat 0 shaii)! Surely the gods of misfor- his appointment with you
"Therefore I am no
tune severally and collectively were ing," said he.
gentleman. Following out the same
following in his train 1
fact that I am no
lie dressed in record breaking time, course of logic, the
bouuded down the stairs and, break- gentleman absolves me from playing
of silence Just
fastless, made all speed to the long the gentleman's part
I will take the tiller, Helen."
now.
mind
his
of
the
in
front
hotel,
pier
He took It. The girl began hastily
busy with the many apologies he would
trimming the sheet
undoubtedly need In a few moments.
"I- am going to finish out that proBut the apologies were doomed, for
"If you won't
he declared.
the present at least, to remain unspo- posal,"
listen to me I shall refuse to be
he
the
reached
he
when
for
pier
ken,
I shall return to the power
saved.
saw, running out of the harbor before
to the mercies
the smart breeze, a knockabout with a boat and trust myself
waters," he endwell known peunant fluttering from the of these treacherous
ed, looking tragically at the quiet sea
mast.

classed

as

Qoodhue
The girl held the tiller.
■at down beside her.
"I was particularly anxious to come
out sailing with you this morning,"
•aid he.
"So it would seem," she observed

at

the sake of their future happiness,
here must be uo compromise. He had
hinted as much to Hob Wheaton when paylug you at the rate of $2 a day, how
the latter had offered his services as much do you get at the end of a week's
peacemaker between his sister and work?"
Behiuau.
"Every man had his hand up. Twelve
So engrossed was Retiinan with his dollars.' said one In the first row.
"These men can think In dollars and
thoughts that be did not hear the light
footfall ou tbe canvas covered deck cents quickly enough," eaid the teachnor realize that his solitude had been
er, "but figures are Greek to them."—
intruded upon until Nell Wheaton New York Press.
stood beside the rail and looked out
across tbe foam capped waves.
Th· Letters He Dictated.
She did not see him until she had
taken her stand l«eslde the rail, and
"Well, goodby. dear." said Mr. Truethen she was too proud to beat a re- boy to ills beloved spouse. "I must go
COMFORT DEMANDS SPACE.
treat.
She stood quietly looking down and dictate those letter»—twenty-six of
Build roomy; have large spaces; U|K>n the water, oue hand clasping the them—so you mustn't expect me home
'Cuddy" rooms are devoid of comfort. rail, the other clutching her hat.
very early."
1 )ften
the trimmings of gables and
Ou the lower deck the boys bad piled
"All right." was the response. "But
reranda would add a large, comfortable
and uow one of them was I wish you wouldn't work so hard."
Imitate bim who into chairs,
room to the house.
Half an hour later Mr. Trueboy enif you can! playing on the mouth orgau. He was
1 mcceeds, and excel him,
Then take comfort.—Cor. in New Eng- rather skillful and played with expres- tered his club and sat down, with
sion bits of popular sougs and snatches .three others, at a card table.
and Homestead.
from current muslcul productions. Beh"Just a moment, you fellows, before
The Odor of Pal.it.
I've got to
man found this concert more musical
the first baud is dealt
onion
bas
a
knows
that
an
one
Every
than the efforts of the poorly paid
keep ray word with my wife. Oue of
1 iistinct and
whether
odor,
unpleasant
band within doors.
you Just take dowu what I dictate: Ά
1 ;ooked or raw.
But every one does not
Then the music changed from new to b c d e f ϋ h I j k I m d ο ρ q r s
tnow that this odor of an onion will
some of
t η ν w χ y ζ.' There, those letters are
Iraw to it every disagreeable odor and eld. and the boy was playing
tbe sougs that Nell had softly suug in off my mind!"
:lear the house atmosphere in a day.
The onion can then be thrown away, the weeks Just gone as he bad padind with it go the disagreeable smells dled the canoe or had drifted with tbe
Willie Has 8uch an Active Brain.
:hat come about in a house that baa rurreot.
"Was Daulel really such a wise mau,
t>een closed for the summer.
In tbe dark of the night Bebman
mamma?" asked Willie thoughtfully.
And this is also a good thing to know:
could see the river again, with Nell's
rhat it will absorb all the odor from
"Yes, dear, as wise almost as SoloInto his through
sweet
looking
eyes
Fresh paint and turpentine. If tbe
mon. Willie."
soft
the
moonlight.
and
amine has been freshly painted
"Well, mother, 1 bet Solomon would
He wondered if she. too. recalled th·
cleaned this month for tbe winter's ochave done letter than Daniel did. anyfilled
with
were
her
if
into
it
will
and
the
scene
eyes
people moving
:upancj,
way." continued Willie
be miserable with the smells that come tears now. His own were moist as he
"Why. what do you mean, my son?"
From walls and floors.
listened, and when the boy struck up
"I'll betcher Solomon would have had
After the fresh oountry these odors
the song that bad been their favorite sense
enough to charge admission
will be unendurable.
his teeth met together through bis ciwhen he went Into the lions' den!"—
One onion should be cnt into small
over the rail.
it
he
tossed
and
gar,
Ladles' Home Journal.
pieces and placed about the room in two
This was a simple little southern air,
Allow an onion to
Dr three saucers.
each room and let the saucers remain half mournful, wholly musical, and she
Good Family.
there over day and night. If every bit had always suug It as they had come
"My daughter appears to have marof odor hasn't gone In that time put a In sight of the landing.
ried very happily." remarked a lady.
few fresh pieces in for the next day.—
It had been their good night song,
Turf, Farm and Home.
and as they had trudged up from the "Her husband has not wealth. It must
be ndmitted, but he hae family."
to the hotel she had always
Birds of several species can be kept "boat stage
I beunl be was a widower
"Yen.
around the farmyard all winter, such as hummed It softly to herself. He won· with six children!" a
neighbor sniffed
obickadees, downy, hairy and red-headed iered if she was bumming It now. She
woodpeckers, redbirds, biuejays, etc., if might be. Tbe wind would carry the acridly.
food and shelter are provided for them. song away from him.
Signs.
The food should include outs, which
The boy stopped, and the spell was
"Do you believe in signs?"
may be chopped or broken fnto small broken, but another lad broke the si·
"Well, I must confess that when I
pieces; wheat, cracked corn, beef suet, lence.
bread-crumbs and table scraps. Tbey
"That last was pretty, Dune," he see α man wearing one proclaiming
but
if
these
be
things called.
may
shy at first,
that he Is deaf and dumb I get a little
"Play 'er ng'ln."
are put daily in the aame places they
The willing musician complied, and shaky."—Philadelphia Ledger.
will beoome tame. If yon begin to feed
He could
them and thus encourage them to stay Bebman rose to bis feet.
The Other Bey's Fault.
with yon, yon ought to keep it up with- not sit stlil under that music, and be
Mother—I hear you were at the foot
out intermission, since they bave count- took a few nervous turns up and dowu
ed on your charity.—Parm Journal.
Tomof the class last week, Tommy
the deck.
He came to rest beside tbe rail, so •.ïiy-'Twasn't my fault. Johnny Smith,
Spelta ia a good grain feed for milk
who's always at the foot, wai lick at
close that he could reach oat and

"I have bad the past eight years night
classes at my home for all the children
all Kind· of....
who care to come. We study birds,
minerals, seeds, plants, flowers and Insect·. Sometime· we have a teacher in
PRINTING.
It should be ground and then
oar local school who will work with us, cows.
14 Fwfctt, South Parte. bat that I· seldom. One summer I gave mixed with bran or oorn m eel.
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Ely's Cream Balm

r«Hr»LutMt

■eeds with a lesson on seeds, and promised » prize to the one who woald raise
the largest cabbage. Λ short time ago
I invited them all to my house to a cabbage party, asking them to bring their
largest cabbage. Some twenty-eight
children came, and the largest cabbage
weighed 8 1-2 pounds. Tbey told how
they raised them, and then played games
rod had refreshments served on caobage
leaves.
"Although these children cannot learn
s great deal from me they get acquainted with the possibilities about them,
and spread the influence throughout the
community. It seems very small and
egotistical to me to tell all the little
things I have done with these few children, but that little has so opened my
»yes to the possibilities of what might
be done if we could have the right kind
af teachers and schools, that I want to
Interest everyone I can in helping along
the day when children shall know that
Sod'· country is the most desirable
place in which to live, that they may be
taught the dignity of labor, and the
pleasure of studying nature's laws.
"I find that some children who are
fullest in books are the most observant
in outdoor life. We work hard for what
we get on the farm, and sometimes we
ire tempted to call it drudgery, but
lothing is drudgery which we really
ike to do. It takes a long sickness to
:each some people that they really like
Farm work is the kind which
:o work.
)uilds the character. It engenders paJence, thrift and perseverance. We
ieed to work in order to appreciate the
>bject attained. We need labor to appreciate rest. We need the husk to apjreciate the kernel/'
One of the most interesting and helpul addresses of the session was that by
3ean W. D. Hurd on Orchard Culture.
3e said : "There is but one other crop
η Maiue that can approach the apple
>rchard in value per acre, and that is
he potato crop, with, perhaps, sweet
Statistics show
.■orn a close second.
;hat the value of potatoes in Maine last
rear was $81 an acre, corn $27, wheat
;
126, oats 122, and bay $18, while a conervative estimate from the return of an
tcre of land in a well-cared-for orchard,
; >0 trees to the acre, would be fully 100
1 larrels, worth in one year at least $150."
rhe address of Prof. Hurd was a com·
| >rensive one, and liberal extracts will be
| [iven in a forthcoming iesue of The
! few England Homestead.—New Eng1 and Homestead.

"srncD thk plow."

Term* Moderate.
L.

prize· to two scholar· who found the g
largest number of wild flower·. Lut
spring I gave them all some cabbage

AMONG THE FARMERS.

PARK.

l>.

Democrat.

where. I'll Just take a cab to the
house. It's uptown. The address Is In
I always carry everything
my grip.
In my grip. Then I have only one thing
to watch Instead of a valise and η
purse and perhaps α couple of bun
dies."
"That's a sensible thing," cried Chris
admiringly. "Only you mustn't lose

vullse."
"I should say not," agreed Frances
laughingly. "I should And myself with
out money and, worse yet, without
even Hess' address, since she had to
more last week because their old house
vonr

torn down."
"I'll look out for the valise." prom
Ised Chris as he helped her down the
steps of the Pullman. "Bettor walk be
hind me and let ine force the way. I'm
more used to New York crowds." he
explained, with the pride of a new resiwas

dent

Now, at Jersey City the concourse
opens on three ferry slips, all lead!:
to various parts of Manhattan. Chris
headed for the downtown ferry, which
would bring them near the subway,
and not until the boat was reached did
h" turn to see If the girl was still fol
lowing.
The" gates

were closed behind him
and the boat was slowly passing out of
the slip when he made the discovery
that Frances had not followed his instruction!.
She was not In the tall of the crowd
that had l>een hurried aboard by Impatient gatemen, nor did a careful search
of the boat reveal her, and Chris' hope
that she might have been swept aboard
by the other gangway was dashed.
He made the return trip on the same
boat, railing at the delay, and after a
hurried scrutiny of the concourse de

elded that she must bave taken the
upper ferry to Twenty-third street
A boat was about to start and he
rushed on board, the perspiration
streaming from his face. He still carried Frances' valise and his own heavy
suit ease. Frauces could not leave any
ferry bouse without the valise, for It
contained her money and her friend's
address.
8be could not apply to the
old address to find out where her
hostess bad moved, because the house
had been torn down. She must wail
for him.
He dashed through the exit and

through tbe waiting

room, senrchlng
both doors, but there was no trace of
the girl. He was about to go to tbe
street and question the carriage agent
when tbe doorman, who had watched
his actions curiously, came up.
"Are you the chap that lost a lady Γ
he demanded. "If you are, 1 told her
to go buck to tbe Jersey side and wait
for you.
She followed a man she
thought was you and got on tbe wron»:
boat"

Chris pressed a coin into the man's
band and seriated down tbe slip just

various gates.
As he turned to search the seats a
pair of soft arms went about his ueck,
and he looked down Into Frances'
crimson face.
"I didn't mean to do that," she cried,
"but I was so afraid I'd lose you again
If I dldu't grab right hold of you."
"I like It," declared Chris. "I thought
I never should And you."
"That's the way it seemed to me,"
she confessed. "I never was so glad to
see any one In my life. A fat woman
came In between us. and when I looked around to find you there were two
men who looked so like you that I
wasn't certain which was really you.
They were both going toward the uptown boat, and I followed them."
Chris transferred the valise to the
hand that carried his suit case, and
with the other he gras|>ed her arm.
"I'm not going to lose you this time,"
he announced. "I don't want ever to
lose you again, Fanny. May I keep

you—always?"

What ho saw in her eyes caused him
to lean over and kiss her.
"Everybody kisses everybody else at
the railroad station," he explained as
he led the way to the boat. "And they
haven't half my exciise. I've found
you twice inside of two hours."

THE OPSONIC TEST.
What It Sliowed tho Man Who Smoked
a Gr:at D:al.
Ills friends know tlnit Le would rather

m Us

half an hour of

a

play

than

:ut short his after dinner cigar, and
they wore astonished when he an·
nomced that li*· had quit smoking.
"What's the trouble':" lit· was asked.
"Opsonic test." he replied gloomily.

"\\'h :t in the wi.tld is thai':"
"I've lieeii run down of late and feeling |>retty blue. As there is consumption in my family. 1 consulted a speelallst. Ile said I didn't have the disuse yet. iiut he would tell tne what
We
my r'liiwea were of getting it.
are

constantly breathing tuberculosis

,enns. lie explained, but healthy blood
"i;:s the power to dextriv them. So he
took a drop of my blood and inoculated It with a certain number of
serins. In half an hour lie examlued
it under the microscope and found that
only half.as many germe had been
killed as should have been the case.
Nor ma I, healthy blood Is said to have
an opsonic test of KM), so my test was
only 50. lie advised me to build up
my strength by sanitary living—lota of
fresh air day and night, plenty of
sleep, wholesome food and moderation
In work and pleasure."
"Where does smoking come in?"
"He said that tobacco had an extraordinary effect in decreasing the

power of the blood to destroy germs.
Some men who smoke a great deal
have an opsonic test of zero—that is.
their blood has no effect whatever on
germs. I am fond of my cigar, but
when a specialist levels an opsonic
test all cocked and primed at your
head and says. Tobacco or your life.'
what are you going to do but throw up
your hands?"—New York Tribune.
The Old Time 8hawl.
The elmwl was originally not a woman's garment exclusively, for the
Scotch hlghlander has his tartan plaid,
and the men of northern Italy still
wear a cloak which Is very little more
than a shawl. There can be no question that the shawl Is more useful and
more picturesque as an.article of attire
than the close fitting coats both men
The shawl
and women now wear.
could In case of emergency be used to
protect two persons or to wrap a child
Ita
In or as an extra bed covering.
fashion did not change every three
months, aud It could be used and
passed down in the family until tt was
worn out.
Nowadays the only time
when such articles are used la when

people are making an ocean trip or
traveling In Europe. "Trav ;llng rugs."
which are nothing more or less than
men's heavy shawls, are extremely
English, and for travelers they are
considered very proper and desirable,
but outside of a steamer, train or carriage no one who cares for what people will say would be aeeu with one.—
Argonaut.
An Endleas Chain.
A June bride—Orange blossoms, wedding bells, sud so forth.
An autumu sensation—Automobile·,
foreigners, and the like.
A winter divorce—South Dakota and
all the fringes.
A June wedding—Some thing over

again.

Ι
Wnt Sumner.
BodcfUld.
Ο. W. Tilton went to Auburn Monda* I Jiiom Book la confined to the home
ι md accompanied the Auburn OddFef-l· rith » bad cold.
Clinton Bisbee of Auburn apent
owe to Farmlngton in the evening,
W. C. Allen went to Boaton Monday Γ rhanksgivlng with bla father, Sylvester
I j ilsbee.
>n a buaineu trip.
Mra. Ethel Gates of New Gloucester
December eleventh la the date fixed
or the minatrel «how to be given by the l· ras here laat week to visit her brother,
in Odeon Hall.
j Uvin Gerry. Sunday Mr. Gerry and
Baatern Star.
Wednesday the Academy closed for a nerabera of tbe who
spent their Thank·· j ira. Gerry'a mother, Mra. Cordelia
Among tboae
two weeks' vacation.
and Mrt. Luther < Jerry, went to Bethel with Mra. Gatea.
Wednesday evening the annual j living here are Mr. Elizabeth
of Weat I ] <fr. Gerry retained Monday while Mra.
Thanksgiving ball was given in Odeon Irish and daughter
Hall.
Noraewortby with assistants ^r,".Mra. W. H. Bridgham and Miaa < Jerry remained at Bethel.
Leslie Chandler ia quite an expertMaude Bridgham of Lewiaton, Mra.
from Norway furnished the music.
Mr. I, meed trapper. He baa recently ^caught
Thursday evening a union Thanks- charlotte Rusaell of Eaat Sumner,
ι
of Rumford Fall·!
hree foxea and aold their akina for $8.
giving service was held in Garland »nd Mra. Lewia Iriah
After harvesting and selling hie apples,
Mre- G°y °· Gardner of DixChapel. Rev. Mr. Banghart, pastor of
ω.ί
of
]
I toy Pnlalfer left for Lynn where he will
the M. E. church, preached an interest- leld, Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Bonney
<
Cheater
of
Bath,
pend tbe winter. Mr. Pnlslfer's apple
ing and helpful sermon. A mixed choir Portland, Allen IrishMeurs.
ruttle of Augusta,
Bridgham , irop waa tbe amalleat in yeara.
from both churches furnished music.
Bowfrom
Caldwell
and
Wilbur
A. B. Wheeler ia ill in bed for the first
Mr. John Allen has purchased the tfulty
Mr. loin College, Brunswick, Mr. and Mrs. ι ime in hia life. Hla aon, Walter J., of
homestead of Mrs. Ada Wight.
Alien will move his family to Bethel and Lawrence Hodgdon of Auburn at Mr Γ Berlin, Ν. H., ia with bla father.
Charles Willey, formerly of Norway,
is to open a meat market in the shop Wilson Shaw's. Miss Helen Shaw was at
iiome from Hebron, Mias Elsie Irish , low of Berlin, N. H., la apendlng a few
which is now occupied by Mr. Lucas.
Dean Pingree is at home from U. of from Bridgton Academy and Winchester I. lays. with Freeman Farrar. Mr. Willey

Bethel.
Wert Pari·.
Mr. Charl«a Loom bu rented the new
We think the farmer· will be interest'
Ihc
ed In the «tory of a cow purchased of store, also the rent In the new building
Church
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Charles R.
corner of Main and
Briggs by Mr. Geo. W. Ridlon. j at the and
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
will occupy It a· aoon aa it is
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
She wu not warranted to be a oircns j Street·,
animal but, in our opinion, Barnum ά completed.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, DEC. 1, 1908.
Tuesday evening there was a dance
Paris Hill.
Bailey would have paid a generous sum

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTA BLISHED 1SJJ.

©arford gemocrat,

ATWOOD

A

E4ltor« ud

FORBES,

Proprietor·.

UBOBOI II. ATWOOD.

Α. Ε. KuBBKS.

Tcuu :—$1.30 a year If paid strictly in advance
Otherwise $3.00 a year. Single copiée 4 oenta

ADTUTUHMvrr·:—All legal advertisement!
are (riven three consectlve Insertions for $1.91
per Inch In length of column. Special contract!
made with local, transient and yearly advenl»
era.

New type, fast presses, electrli
Job PtlHTUe
low prtoe<
power, experienced workmen and
combine to mat Mils department of oar bust
■ ·■»« complete aud

Kirn BapU* Church, Ββν. Θ. W. F. Hll, pu
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A. M.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
Y. P. 3. C. S. Tuesday evening.
at 7 3b.
Prayet Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the laat "Friday won the let
Sunday of the month at 330 p. M. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace H. Cummings
were at Mechanic Fall· to spend Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. George H.

Camming·.
The regular monthly meeting of the
directors of the Library Association
Wednesday afternoon at two o'clock at

become ber owner and place her in
The
the center ring with the clown.
other day after bnving her Mr. Ridlon
turned her into the yard with several
other cows who were to be her companions, and as she was inclined to be over
important and aggressive, even driving
the older cow away from the watering
place Mr. Ridlon Anally administered
punishment with a hoe handle, whereat
the much offended Mrs. Cow made a bee
When her
line back into the barn.
owner followed he fouud she had gone
through the whole length of the building
to the front door, where being considerably excited and not approving of hoe
bandies she turned and faced him with
eyes that luoked a tritle dangerous.
Wishing to use expediency and turning
Mr. M. for the Thanksgiving vacation.
away for a moment for something,
Mr. W. S. Chandler and children dined
Ridlon heard pattering foot-steps and
Thankslooking around found his clever cow with Mr. Chandler's parents
was deliberately and successfully walk- giving Day.
to

the library.
Perley F. Ripley, Leslie Bennett,
Albion W.
Alfred M. Daniels and
Andrews went to Grafton Friday on a
snMLK COPIES.
deer hunting trip.
Single Copies of the Democrat are four centi
The Misses Helen and Josephine Cole
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
of
the
convenience
patroni
for
the publishers or
were
at home from Gorham Normal
on
ilagle copies of each Issue have been placed
School for the Thanksgiving recess.
«ale at the following places In the County
Loren B. Merrill went to Boston last
Shurtleff's Drug Store
South Paris,
Mrs. ing up the side stairs. When ehe reached
week to spend Thanksgiving.
Noyés'Drug Store.
Norway,
out on to
Stone's Drug Store.
who has been there for some the top she turned and walked
Merrill,
Alfre<l Cole, Postmaster.
Buck lie Id.
flo<>r hay scaffold where she
time, will return home with him Mon- the single
Mrs. Harlow. Post Offlcc.
Parts Hill,
contentedly began eating hay and ap«amuel T. White.
West Paris,
day.
so to
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
William G. Harlow and Miss Gertrude parently "laughing in her sleeve,"
William E. speak, at her amszed and discomfited
Harlow of Dixtield and
between
Atwood and Lawrence McFarland of owner. Mr. Ridlon was divided
NSW advertisements.
the
Bowdoin College, were guests at George fear that she would break through
floor or fall off the edge of tlje
week.
last
single
Atwood's
M.
Started.
Get
to
Time
It's
as usual
Your Underwear is Thin.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. B. Curtis entertained scaffold into the barn floor, and
man be consulted his
Parts Tmst Company
at Thanksgiving dinner Mr. B. C. Curtis with a sensible
lien's Whiter Underwear.
secured and a
and Miss Mabel L. Curtis of West Paris, wife, and two men were
Waterman's Meal fountain Pen.
was at once
Reduced Prices on Coats and Suite.
Mr. and Mrc. Geo. B. Shaw, Mark P. council of ways and means
was happy—
There la Nothing.
Shaw and family, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. held. Meantime the cow
Cures Catarrh.
was $18 a ton—and
Cotton, Fred W. Shaw and family, Mr. she didn't care if hay
ttrand Opening.
hoe handles
Ladles will Fled.
and Mrs. Charles L. Shaw and Warren she knew that instead of
and coaxing
Farrar, making a party of twenty-three. there would be flattery
Notes.
she was
that
Finally, realizing
University of Maine
J. Eugene Hammond of Norway and words.
two intelligent and might be persuaded to
The University bas a natural history Mr. and Mrs. Ernest F. Shaw and
P. Hammond's come down the same way she went up,
museum which bae been growing very children were guests at H.
the plan was tried with perfect success.
and it is hoped Thanksgiving day.
the
in
year,
paet
rapidly
A rope was tied around her horn· to
that a special article upon this departKOKBES DISTKICT.
help hold her back and after looking at
ment may be obtained within a few
Arthur Dean ban moved to South the stairs and thinking it over she deweeks.
..
the Paris.
cided to go down; and while her weight
Tbe beauty and attractiveness of
John Chaplin ha* moved his family in- carried her quite rapidly the last few
this
Campus has been greatly increased
île
rent
stairs
steps, she arrived safely and proved at
fall by the addition of two new fraternity ! to Joe Eilingwood's up
Col- I is to work for Joe in the woods, and hie least one thing—that she was a match for
houses, which are both situated on
Mrs.
for
Ellingwood. one of our well known citizens.
were built wife to be company
lege Street. These houses
u.
vuv
Charles Hodgdon has moved into the
nOUICUiUCi lUD παιο νj
being ocduring the summer and arefall.
this winter, the Free
to
live
houso
Allen
Wiltshire
church Wednesday of
this
time
Tltey
first
Baptist
for
the
cupied
on the and do Joe Eilingwood's chores.
this week at Dunham's hall.
are very pretty and attractive
Louie Howe is camping out and cutThere was a large attendance at the
outside and on "the inside they are de
ting wood for parties in Tuelltown.
Thanksgiving ball at Dunham's hall.
signed to meet every need of theto thirty
makt
Swastika Orchestra furnished good
fellows, or thereabouts, who are
North Paris.
music and the supper was excellent.
their home there during their college
School in the Tuell District closed
W. W. Dunham, who has purchased
One of these fraternities is th*
course.
Richards teacher. the stand called "The Pines" of Mrs.
Phi Eta Kappa, of which Lewis A Nov. 25, Mrs. Etta
Nov. 24, the scholars Julia B. Kimball, will move here from
Keene of South Paris, U. of Μ. '10, is a Tuesday evening,
is the North Paris about the iirst of March.
member. The other is the Delta Tan gavo an entertainment, following
Πβ will be welcomed to our community
Delta fraternity, which has just beet programme:
School. by many relatives and friends.
Sons, Prohibition
installed as a national fraternity.
School.
Recitation,
Nobility,
Rev. Isabella S. Macduff spent last
At a meeting of the 'varsity footbal
School.
Blnlle In a Tree,
ol Sonic, l.ltileOver ami Over
School. week with relatives at Claremont, Ν. H.
Λ train
team Nov. 17th, Horace J. Cook, '10,
Recitation.
School.
Millard Emmons recently shot two
Waterville, was elected captain of th« Sonjr, I.a/v Scholar
Wllina Littlehale
Rccltatloo,
deer, one a young one, the other a sleek
next year's team. Cook is a cleaD, head} I
Never».
J
Laura
an
Eiltth
wit! Dialogue,.
Eunice Gow< 11. fat buck weighing about 200 pounds.
Rccltatlon
player, a fine athlete, and popular
.Via Churchill.
The shooting match by the West Paris
Recitation
everyone around college.
Train.
2
40
for the
Rifle Club beginning at nine o'clock on
The annual Sophomore-Fresh m ;ιη foot Dialogue, Waiting
William Llttlehale.
Recitation,
in
Eillth Littlehale. Thanksgiving day was participated
ball game was played Saturday, Nov. 21
Itccltatlon
Six Girls. by a good number, and wax of much
on Alumni Field, which was covere<
KIsg Exercise
Elwell.
Me
Black
folMay
Thi Sonic, Little
Prizes were awarded as
interest.
with about two inches of snow.
Lymlell Churchill.
Recitation
and exciting, am Recitation
Inez Klwell. lows:
game was played fast
Etta Holll*
bis team. Flu
SCORE.
Recitation,
every man worked hard for
Beatrice Andrews.
60
H. Wnniwell
Big hunllni; knife.
final score was Freshmen 5, Sopho Son*
Earl Ho 11a. Η.
Recitation,
I'ocket boot.
59
E.
J.
Mann
thei
The Freshmen owe
Schix>l
mores 0.
~>ong, Blnllu's Ball,
59
Hunting: knife.
G. A. Smith
America
th*
of
Song,
Jackknlfe.
59
victory to the excellent work
O. J. Swan
Gun case.
5fi
three backs, who played varsity footbal They had an orange tree from which E. R. Davlp
Rifle case.
52
Emmnoe
Millar·!
a
is
the
Mrs. Richards
in every part of
game.
they made $1.00.
belt.
50
Katcllff
Cartrl'lge
Tom
The Snnday vesper services which me tine teacher and the scholars have evifor the best shot for the day
b
will
prize
Cup
last
success
year
much
with so
dently made good progress.
each.
was given on 15 straight shots
continued this year and the first wa
Mrs. Emma, wife of Frauk Keene,
Ten competitors entered and the four
held Sunday, Nov. 22nd. This is a plai died Nov. 27. She leaves a father and
best scores were as follows:
by which able speakers of different de mother, a husband and four little chil- A. L. Howker
H. II. Waniwell,.: so
103
nominations are secured to speak alon; dren bfsides brothers and sisters.
St*
Tom RtU'llff
100
E. J.Mann
students of th
in
the
are
before
lines
Elwell
and
Delia
Albert
visiting
religious
The prize, a pair of nice snowshoes, was
University. The Rev. Dr. Calkins ο I Webster for a week.
The prizes awardwon by Mr. Bowker.
the State Street Church, Portland, wa
Mr. and Mrs. Α. 'Γ. Ilollis and family
the various storewith her mother, ed were given by
the speaker at the services Nov. 22nd.
Thanksgiving
[spent
The distance was the
in town.
Delta Tau Delta fraternity gave
Mrs Rosetta Ryerson, of West Sumner. keepers
standard American target of 200 yards.
Β. K. Dow went to South Paris Nov. 25.
reception and ball at the chapter hous
C. S. Bacon & Co. shipped last week
Mr and Mrs. A. D. Littlehale and
Friday evening, Nov. 20th. Music fo
over 70 glass cans of pickles and fruit to
the occasion was furnished by an orches
family spent Thanksgiving with their Flotol Alcazar
at St. Augustine, Florida.
The receptioi
tra from Bath, Maine.
[son, Francis Littlehale, and wife.
Mrs. Bacon is fam<>ue for her canned
committee consisted of Mr. and Mrs
B. F. Elwell has shingled his barn.
and puts up many cans each
Farmers in this place have been selling goods,
Henry Lord of Bangor, Mrs. George Ε
II. M. Wing, steward of this hotel,
Fellows. Η. T. Pettigrew, '09, presiden
their potatoes, receiving 55 cents per year.
when he was in town left the order.
of the fraternity. Mrs. Nauman th
bushel.
Work is being pushed by West Paris
matron.
Ε. Κ Field and daughter, Ora, went
Fire Department on the pipe and first
Prof. George A. Thompson has bcei to Norway on business Nov. 21.
hydrant laid from the mill of the Paris
appointed as acting head of the depart
Greenwood.
Manufacturing Co. under the railroad to
ment of English for tbe remainder ο
in the village square.
the year to fill the vacancy caused b;
November 20,
Thanksgiving day. the hay scales
Mrs. F. S. Farnuin is having a mark
the sudden death of Prof. Estabrooke
While it is slush under foot and the air
down sale which will be of interest to
Professor Thompson is a graduate ο full of fog and mist overhead, we cast
the University of Illinois, where b< about to discover some'hing for which customers.
Alton L. Day has been having quite a
He ha
received the degree of A. B.
to be thaukful; and calling to mind the
crew working on his new barn which is
also received the degrees of A. B. ani
fact that it rained a lit tie yesterday afterand boarded. Ε. M. Emery is havA. M. from Harvard. Later he held
noon and possibly as much more last up
of the rest of the carpenter
fellowship for two years in the Uni night, perhaps it may be our duty to be ing charge
work.
versity of Chicago.
grateful for a few drops and still hope
Mrs. Chaney Emmons, who lives at
Prof. Charles P. Weaver, A. B. for more in due time.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. David EmA. M., a graduate of Wake-Forest Col
A man living four miles away sent for
moos, fell the whole length of the
lege. North Carolina, has been chosei the butcher recently, and told him to chamber
stairs about a week ago, bruisfull
of
water;
tub
his
as the new member of the English de
rake along
scalding
her body and fracturing one rib.
on
for although they had two wells, both ing
partment. Prof. Weaver has spent
as well as could be
alma mater am
Not so in the Philip- She is recovering
were nearly dry.
year in teaching at bis
a expected.
bad
since
not
bas also taken two years of post-graduat
long
they
pine Islands;
Dr. and Mrs. II. F. Atwood of West
work at Johns Hopkins University.
tlood there doing an immense amount of
begai damage, partly by the overflow of rivers, Sumner took Thanksgiving dinner with
The
Thanksgiving recces
Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Wheeler.
Wednesday at 5:30, and ends Monday and it was estimated that not less than
Mr. and Mrs. II. R. Dunham of WaterVT.._ QlWl. of nruin
500 persons lost their liv.es by inundahere
And yet they ville have been visiting relatives
tions and other causes.
and at North Paris. They and their
Strike Still On at Kumford.
tell us that "liberal, not lavish, is kind
S.
W.
Mrs.
Dunham, of
parents, Mr. and
uarure's hand."
with
at tbie place, spent Thanksgiving Day
visited
Annie
Kimball
Oil
Mrs.
Morgan
STII.L
OXFORD MILl. OPERATIVES
at
tirst of the week, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram W. Dunham
the
Bennett
the
place
WITH XO *ETTI.KMENT IS SlUHT.
North Paris.
and Wednesday returned to her former
Miss Ruth A. Tucker and brother
home in Waterford to spend Thankswere up from Lewis
Notwithstanding efforts made by in giving, taking her husband along with Qeorge and family
ton for Thanksgiving with their parents,
terested parties, including the Rumfor< her. They expect to occupy their new
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Tucker.
Board of Trade, to secure an adjust men
home In a few days.
of the strike iu the Oxford paper mill a
STKAIiNS lilLtlj.
Kumford, there is no prospect of set those snow storms duly recorded, the
Mr. and Mrs. W. C Stearns and Antlement. It is announced by the man first one a fall of six inches, and the nette have
Just returned from a weok's
angement that the mill will hereafter b other one half that amouut, and now visit at Burlington, Vt.
run as a non-union establishment, an<
the ground is well nigh bare again.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Lane of West
work will be given to al! who sign ai
We are indebted to Mrs. M. W. E. of Paris were wfth Mrs. Lane's father,
Quite ι Rum ford for a pretty post card, the Kldron Stearns, Thanksgiving Day.
application as individuals.
number of applications on that basi
picture being Strathglass Park, Kuraford
Verm>n Kuhinson is very eick.
have already been made.
Falls, Me, In her note she says: "This
Mrs. Prank L Willis and Mrs. Emma
15*
that
is
said
bur
it
time
At the present
reall v does not do the park justice,
Mann visited at O. À. Bird's one day
sum
it
of
how
idea
the
including
in
some
mill,
are
workmen
it will give you
last week.
of the original strikers. About 700 ar
looks." Thank», Mrs. K., for the present,
Our school closed last Wednesday.
■till out, and some of them have lef bu? why have to send to Germany to get
C. L. Curtis shot a fine 200-pound
town.
them made? Isn't there ingenuity en >ugh deer at Andover last week.
unde in all Yankeedom to make variegated
A force of special officers,
Mr. and Mrs. Orra Bird were with
direction of Deputy Sheriff Elliott, hav
card»:' If not raore's the pity.
Mrs. Bird's mother, Mrs. W. H. Loveto
town
the
in
of
November
7,
suji
been put on duty
In the Saturday Globe
joy, of Norway, Thanksgiving Day.
arise.
there is a large colored picture, or carpress any disorder that may
Mrs. Robert Shaw has been very sick,
strec
to
Labor
of
is
well
calculated
Lyons
produce but is now gaining slowly.
Commissioner
toon, which
ti
credited
statement
one's
the
what
denies
matter
politics.
aemile.no
uously
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Richardson ate
him, that the labor troubles of the towi It represents the presideut-elect, mount- Thanksgiving dinner with hie father,
are caused by a struggle for supremac
ed on an elephant with the big stick
George Richardson.
between two rival labor organizations.
attached, on his way to Washington,
Mrs. Mary Swift has been on a week's
while Mr. Bryan sits on his donkey near visit to her
son, Harold Swift, at West
Resolutions.
a good
with
his
hat
and
waving
by,
Standisb.
exclaims: "Good-by,
Castle Hall of Fraternal Lodge, No. 11£ > natured smile,
Sidney Perham has finished work for
K. of P.
Judge, and good luck. See you again in Eldron Stearns.
190^
Nov.
14,
Bbtast's Pond, Mk.,
four years."
Mr. Almon Emery went to Portland
Will report the number of deer killed,
Whereas, The Supreme Being am
Saturday.
Ruler of the Universe has seen tit t 1 and the lucky hunters when open Reason
allow our Brother Herbert W. Cunj
closes.
-%
Albany,.
mings to be removed from our midst »
Friday noon. Fair weather and windy
W. A. Bragg, the Grand Union Tea
drouth
and
the
all
and who, during the period of his mem
snow
gone
again;
man, was in town last week.
bership in Fraternal Lodge, No. 11$ « continues.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Guptill, Plossie
Knights of Pythias, of Bryant's Pond
Miller aud Harry McNally went lip in
had endeared himself by his Knight) f
Mr. and Mrs. Alba Grover of Norway the Wild River region on' a hunting trip
courtly and honor to every member spent Thanksgiving with her sister, Mrs. recently.
therefore be it
Will Yates.
P. G. Sloan was through the south
Resolved, That in this bereavemen t
Mrs. Austin Hayes and children were part of the town with his fish cart last
ibis Lodge is deprived of a zealous an ]
Mrs.
Pearl
Whitman's,
her
at
week.
daughter's,
painstaking member, who ever strove t ) Thu rsday.
S. G. Bean was in North Waterford
carry out the principles of friendship
MHlett of South
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Percy
charity and benevolence which we teacii Paris, Mr. and Mrs. Alger Millett of Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. L. Parwell of
not only to his brethren but to all in th j
Woodstock, also Roy, were at home Bethel were in town recently.
community wherein he dwelt.
with their parents, Mr. and
Allen and Sibyl Cummings called on
Resolved, That bowing as we do ii Thursday
Sewell Millett.
Mrs. Myra Lord last week.
sutAnission to the Divine will, whic ] Mrs.
of
and
Bernard Richardson
family
suffered his untimely removal fror
West Paris were at his father's, G. W.
Denmark.
9
among us, we none the less mourn th
Richardson's, Thursday.
Mrs. Lucv A. Plngreeedied this mornloss of a true and trusty member, ι
of
HarriThomes
James
Mrs.
Mr. and
faithful friend, a good neighbor am I
ing, Nov. 27. after a long sickness.
son are guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. B.
Mr. Edwin Evans died Priday nigbt at
citizen.
week.
this
Brownfield after a very abort illness of
Resolved, That we tender to bis fami Kdgerly
was obliged to return to
Glover
Fred
ly and relatives the sympathy of th 9 hie home at Oxford and Mr. Walker to acnte indigestion.
The Thanksgiving ball in Odd Pellows1
lodge, reminding them that He wh , his school at Orono, having no luck at
Hall Nov. 2(5, was largely attended,
doeth all things well looks down wit!
line.
in
the
all
bunting
,
about thirty-five couplea.
infinite compassion upon them in thi
Chandler Curtis broke up quite a
Mr. Elmer W. Berry is traveling for a
hour of their desolation.
Nov. 23d.
of
Monday,
ground
«trip
b
9
western firm, cereals, grain, etc.
Resolved, That these resolutions
nice
two
Osgood Swan recently got
Mr. Pred Sanborn is having bad luok
spread upon the records of the lodge; Ϊ deer
and Will Farr and Dennis Swan with bis new well, not being able to get
copy sent to the relatives of our deceat each got one.
ed brother; and a c >py sent to the Oi
any water through the pipes.
Walter Emmons &nd Mrs. Sadie Cottle
ford Democrat for publication.
the week at Biddeford.
aro
spending
North Stoneham.
) Committee
A. Most Chase,
on
James L. Bowkkr.
Mrs. Bertha Keniston and children of
Peru.
with her
Georqe H. CC1M159S, ) Resolutions
School closed last Friday. The ichool Lovell spent Thanksgiving
father, William Gammon.
Thin Ice claimed its first victim fo had a box supper and entertainment
Lyman Hilton went to Lewiston WedThursday evening which was enjoyed by
.bo season on Thanksgiving Day a
nesday. Lillian Lord of West Lovell is
Th
all.
Pusbaw
Lake, near Bangor.
with Ina Hilton while be is
Misa Florence Giffln returned home staying
victim was James E. Aldrich of Littl
away.
Falls, N. T., a member of the freshmai to Farmiogton.
Willard Barker has finished work for
Stella Getchell has gone to visit her
class at the University of Maine, wh<
H. B. UcKeen and gone to bis home in
at
A.
Mrs.
S.
and
Getchell,
Mr.
the holiday at
parents,
had been
Bridgton. Joe Plandera from Norway
Phillip·.
camp on the lake, with a party of collegi
is doing Mr. McKeeu'a choree in bit
from
retained
Babb
Marshall
Mr.
returned
b;
boys. Most of the party
place.
Byroo last Saturday with a nice deer.
the road, but Aldrich and Albert A
Sylvester Adams has returned from
Rockemeka Grange haa brought water
Gardner of Rockland, son of Obadiai
bis visit to his son Preeland in Cbesterthe hall.
I
into
fo
candidate
Democratic
late
Gardner,
ville. Mra. Preeland Adama came witb
Mr. Henry Robinson and mother went
In thi
governor, went across the lake.
him.
Gardner wai to Sumner Saturday to the funeral of >
middle the ice broke.
We are very glad that Leonard Gamwife.
saved after being in the water abou Mr. Llewellyn Heald'a
mon 1· moving from North Lovell back
will
the
snow
are
Farmers
atay
dowi
vent
hoping
half aa hour, but Aldrich
oo to hi· old plaoe.
oa.
before help oould reach hie.

popular.

v.

J
I

spending

w·

».

Mrs. Ο. M. Mason and her

Miss

Mason,

Portland.

spent

daughter,

Thanksgiving

in

Dr. F. B. Tuell now has an assistant
who is a graduate of Tufts Dental College who is highly reoommended by the
Dr.
dentist for whom be has worked.
Tuell has been in business in Bethel for
many years and hie work is well and
favorably known and his many patrons
will bo glad to know that he is to introduce the mo<t modern methods of work
and the public are sure of perfect satisfaction.
Mr. Ernest
Mr. Seth Walker and
Walker spent Thanksgiving in Farmington with Mr. Walker'e daughter, Mre,
Clinton Metcalf.
The town schools will open for the
winter term Dec. 7.
Married in Berlin, Ν. H., Nov. 25, by
Walton Wight,
Rev. Mr. Sherwood,
formerly of Bethel, and Miss Lena
Farwell of Bethel. The couple came to
Bothel Thursday and held a reception at
the home of the bride's parents in the
evening. A large number of friends
were prosent to congratulate the happy
couple, who are to resido in Berlin.
MIDDLR INTEHVALE.

Jary from

E. L. H. S.
Mr. and Mrs. P. R. Jordan spent the
r
lay at Canton with Mra. Jordan'· Darints.

laa

a

fine

grapbophone

li [ivee freqnent concerts.

with him

and

Elias Johnson of Strickland Ferry, and
iVilliam Silver were here last week mak-

R. Crockett and wife spent the day | ng preparations for the winter's work
with their daughter, Mra. George Hae- ι η the mill. They will not be able to
I iommence operations until tbe water
kell, of South Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Warren and Mr. I! mpply has considerably increased.
Adna West of New Gloucester arrived
ind Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Ricker spent
Thanksgiving Day with Mrs. Warren's Saturday called here by tbe illness of bis
Mrs. West is
brother, J. H. Young. Mr. and Mrs. J. notber, Mrs. Ann West.
A. Rawson dined with Mr. and Mrs. lomewhat improved and is able to sit up
H. F. Rawson of High Street; Hiss Sarah ι little.
Alice and Edith Kimball of Bethel were
Barrett with Mr. B. Spaulding; Mrs F
P. Withington, Miss Nathalie and Master iere to spend Thanksgiving with their
Donald with Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Withing- »unt, Mrs. Villa West.
ton; Mr. Harry Holmes and family with I Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hollis and
Family of North Paria spent Thanks,W· Α· Turner; M«··
«Γ· a^dD.Mî?/
Ο. E. Waite with their daughter at I riving with Mra. Hollis* mother, Mrs.
Mrs.
C. T. Bowen's; Mrs. Armstrong Gorrish I Rosetta Ryeraon.
with Β. E. Gerrish, her son; Mr. andl I. 0. Swift and Roy Pulsifer found
Mrs. C. M. Irish at H. A. Irish's; Daniel ■orne time last August a eorab partially
Murch and family at tbe Dudley home. Ailed with honey In a tree near Pleasant
Miss A. H. Prince returned Tuesday! Pond. They waited until a abort time
from an extended visit with relatives igo when they felled tbe tree and securί ed eleven pounds of excellent honey.
and friends in and around Boston.
Alfred Cole went to Portland Friday I Fred Packard of Lewiston came MonI day to apend Thanksgiving with A. G.
on business and returned Saturday.
Packard has a large
Mr.
Mrs. F. P. Withington went to Port-I Farrar.
land Friday to have ber eyes treated by I zraphnpbone and brought along a numj ber of new recorda.
a specialist.
There was a chicken shoot at J. L I Mr. and Mra. George Packard, formerDamon's Thursday at which Thomas ly of this place, now of Auburn, were in
Record secured tbe most birds. There I town Ptiday making farewell calls. Tbey
was also shooting at the trap in tbe I trill leave for San Gabriel, Calif., the 25th
ί
afternoon.
Inst., where in tbe futnre they expect to
There was a dance at Nezinscot Hall make their home. Many were beard to
Thursday evening under the auspices of I express regret that they were going so
the Progressive Club. A good crowd far away.
A. 8. Bessey and wife of Buckfield
Music was furnished by
was present.
J
Holmes' Orchestra.
spent Thanksgiving with their daughSuperintendent Smith of tbe school I ter, Mra. Harry Pulsifer.
dietriot including Sumner, Hartford and I
Locke's Mills.
Buckfield, makes tbe following appointment* for the Sumner and Hartford I
Mr. and M». James Crooker and sun
schools. Hartford ûchoole closed Fri-1
Harold, Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. Farringfon,
day, tho 27th, to reopen Monday, Dec. 7. Ii Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crooker and
Teachers appointed as follows:
1 Master Edgar, were entertained by Mr.
Center—Fred Sietson.
! and Mrs. J. D. George Thanksgiving
Tyler—Leora Ueeeey.
j Day.
Olovor—Open.

families here united
Thanksgiving Day and partook of %
bountiful dinner together. Our old-time
Thanksgiving dinners still exist.
Carey Stevens is still at work at the
Capen house.
Messrs. Trask A Swan of East Bethel
have been here looking for deer. One
was captured recently at East Bethel.
School closed here after being taught
by Eva Farwell. She has taught several
successful terms here in succession.
The snow has disappeared, and it
look» like spring.
Dennis Casey, though an old war vetj
eran, is trying to cut Rome 6re wood for
Union—Λ. Ε. Holme*.
Lucius Trask and wife were at David
the Maple and Pine Farm bouse.
Helen IVaterbouee.
Foster's Thanksgiving D»y.
J*®"1)'*'11—L.
Dr. Twaddle .has bought our horse
Wbltlng-Dora Willlame.
!
Addison Bryant has gone to Milton to
Line—Clara Bragg.
Chub. We miss her very much. Old
work for a few weeks.
time pets are hard to give up, but sor- The Sumner schools open Monday, Nov.
Mrs. Hannah Coolidire and Mra. Lola
row for our loved dead—
30, with the following teachers assigned: Foster visited Mrs. Bert Sanborn at
!
East Sumner—Alice B. Harlow.
"They come and stand around yoa, in the old
Bel bel Tuesday.
We^ Sumner—Dot Heald.
familiar home,
Bonner—A gne» Klin ball
Charles Bartlett bas bought a driving
And seek In a thousand way· to make their
Hill—Gordon
Cave.
known."
prcnence
j horse.
Morrill—Jennie SpauMlne.
Goodwin «pent
Mr. and Mrs. Ed
The side of the road opposite the
Dob'e—MIm Sawyer.
Redding—Tboinaa DeCoeter.
Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Maple and Pine house has been cleared
Pleasant Pond-Mabel Sawyer.
Cummings.
up so it improves the looks of everything
H. F. Rawson was in Portland Friday
near.
Why don't people improve the
roadsides more and thus beautify our and Saturday selecting his stock of I
East Browafleld.
Christmas goods.
town and homes?
of Nov. 23, Miss Isabel
On
the
evening
Miss Hel*n Shaw entertained some
tbe members of
friends from Hebron Academy Friday Stickney entertained
West Bethel.
j the Congregational church choir. A
and Saturday.
someIt
time
teems,
"Along about Thankogtvln'
very pleasant evening was passed with
how, as though
Refreshj various games and contests.
Oxford.
The sky was nearer to ue than It was a while
ments of ice cream and fancy cakes were
bro;
Rev. Frederick Newport, the paator
And when It's clear, how clear It Is—the crisp,
the Congregationalist church in Oiford, served.
fresh air, I mean—
The farce presented by tbe Haymakers
You'd almost think It blew through sieves some- has received and accepted a call to
successful affair.
where to ninke It clean,
has been at Oxford Nov. 25 was a most
Mr.
ner.
Newport
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney entertained tbe
Or, when It's whlskln' strong and free, It's nothof
interests
the
and
of
number
a
years
ln' but a crime
L. T. L. Nov. 27, whon all present enTo not get out and stir along about ThaDkeglvin' the church have been advanced, pastor
a most happy social hour.
time."
and people working in harmony in all joyed
Among tbe Thanksgiving guests enChristmas draweth near.
the various lines of Christian and social
in this village were Miss Flora
The winter term of our village school work. Much regret is expressed at his I tertained
Dunton and friend of Portland at Mrs.
is expected to open on Dec. 7th.
departure although the loss is not E. A. G.
Stickney's; Mr. Frank Marston
Vacated houses are becoming quite wholly unexpected as Mr. Newport has
and family of Conway, N. IL, at Ε. E.
plentiful both in and outside this vil- had several calls since coming to Oxford I
Mr. and Mrs. Towle of Fryeand a man of his ability could easilv Rounds';
lage.
E. G. Giles'; Mr. Batchelder and
The wholesale poet-card bouse of command a larger and more Influential burg at
family of Sebago at Hiram Getchell's;
Whitten & Dennison is still doing a field of work.
Mr. Allen and wife of Cornish and Miss
Miss Nellie Hayes spent Thanksgiving
flourishing business.
of Ν. H. at C. D. FessenDeer are being shot nearly every day with Dr. and Mrs. Hall of Augusta, with I Ida Fessenden
I den's; Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Bradbury of
in this vicinity by out of town sports- brothers and sinters from other towns.
Denmark at F. R. Bradbury's; J. Β
men.
Mr. Lane, a soldier of the civil war I
Peckham and family at S. W. Rowe's.
Many people from other towns came while walking on tbe track was run
F. Johnson's
family spent
here Thursday to spend Thanksgiving by a train and lost his arm. It is said I Mr. A.
Thanksgiving in Cornish.
with relatives and friends.
that the man was intoxicated.
Wheels have taken the place of runThe schools have closed.
Sumner.
ners on Bethel roads, and a warm and
Mr. Dyer, the principal, and Mrs.
The following gueete were entertained
wet December is hoped for.
Dyer, spent Thanksgiving with his
J by Mr. and Mrs. John K. Harper
Daniel A. Glines has sold his farm brother at Bangor.
known as the Elbridge Wheeler place to
Thanksgiving day: Mr. and Mrs. George
Miss McLean of New Hampshire
! Burgess and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Wheeler of Grover Hill.
been visiting Mrs. George Jones.
James Billings, Mr. and Mrs. Atnasa
Eggs took a sudden advance in price
Carter, Ernest F. Abbott, wife and chilNorway Lake.
last week, owing to scarcity, and some
were sold as high as forty-five cents per
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Perry are visiting dren, Fred Abbott and wife and son,
Walter, of Sontb Paris, Carl Lenders of
dozen.
in Massachusetts for a few weeks.
Everett E. McKeen and wife have
Mrs. A. D.
Kilgore'a sister, Mrs. Kingfield, Wintield Farrar and wife.
moved to Bethel Hill where he can be Parks, from Massachusetts, is visiting
nearer his place of work in the new there.
Philadelphia'· Anti-tipping Scheme.
Charles P. Partridge of Rochester, N.
spool and novelty mill.
Λ Philadelphia acquaintance bas inA large and valuable horse owned by Y., came here the 20th to visit his mothvented a way of getting' rid of the
Bazen B. Lowell was found one morn- er and other friends. He left the 23d.
lie places :i
Mrs. Chester Flint was called to see "brushing" nuisance.
ing last week standing in his stall with
a broken leg, and was shot to put him her Bister, Mrs. Addie Thurston, the silver quarter In the boliow of his
25th. Mrs. Thurston has been ill some right hand and, turning to the boy
out of his pain and suffering.
time, and was worse that day. Mrs. who Is pretending to fiud dust upon bit;
Thurston was taken to the hospital clothes, says:
East Sumner.
Thanksgiving Day.
"You are sueh a tremendous 'brushThanksgiving Day passed off very
Miss Lucy Hall of Norway spent
quietly. No ball or other public enter- Thanksgiving with Mr. David Flood's er' I will giv you this money if you
affair.
Inwas
a
home
tainment. It
cau brush it out of tny band."
stead of any public servioo at the church family.
"Yes. sir." answers the boy wi;h
Wra. Woods and wife of Sabattus
Sabthe
on
C.
Rev. S.
Eaton,
preceding
glee unless he has tried the act precame to bpend Thanksgiving at her
on
sermon
excellent
a
most
bath, gave
Asa Frost's.
viously. Iu that case be gives up the
the ancient and modern way of spending father's,
Thomas Sclater and family spent the Job.
the day. It was one of the best historiwith George Frost's family. Miss
As a general proposition, the most
cal addresses that we ever listened to day
Goldie Frost returned to Auburn with facile
and held the close attention of a large
"brushing"' will not sweep η
them.
coin off a humaii hand.
audience.
Why tb!s
R. W.
Mrs.
and
V.
L
wife,
Partridge
While there are serious problems to
Mrs. Lottie Crane and E'len M. happens to l»e true will be less underKnight,
and
be confronted in the home, state
the day with W. 8. stood after the reader has tried It himnation that threaten the peace of so- Partridge spent
self.
One might almost say that a
Partridge's
family.
for
reason
is
abundant
there
ciety, yet
A. D.
family spent the day coin cannot be brushed with a whls!;
thanksgiving for innumerable blessings. at R. K. Kilgore's
Morrill's.
trooui off the bark as well as out of
We are at peace as a nation and are enThaxter Doughty and wife entertain- the palm of a baud.
joying national prosperity, and the pros- ed
quite a party Thanksgiving Day.
Give the boy three tries and then
pect looks bright for a continuanco of
these favors.
return the money to your pocket.—
North Waterford.
Forty-six years ago our Thanksgiving
Mr. and Mr·. Ernest McAllister visited Brooklyn Eagle.
Day was quite different from the pres- at Will McAllister's
Sunday.
about
a
dozen
with
ent. Personally
Mrs. Mell Knight is at home from the
Why, of Course!
boys from Sumner we were out watchThe editor of an agricultural paper
ing for the enemy on the Maryland side hospital.
caused
is
Parris
Mrs.
Paige quite lame,
was grumbling about a puzzling quesof the Potomac. Our camp stove had
Mrs. Lucinda Spear is assista fall.
broken down, our supplies were just by
tion he bad received from α city mm:
work.
with
her
house
her
then the most meager of the campaign, ing
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lovejoy re- who had recently removed to the counand on the day of Thanksgiving in
turned Friday from their deer hunt with try. The Inquiry was this: "Will you
Maine, while friends at home dined on two deer.
kindly tell me bow long cows should
turkey and chicken pie, we feasted on
Irvin Morey visited his brother Harry be milked Γ
two hardtack and a dipper of muddy
at Fred Hazelton's where be lives.
The office boy, passing near, bearù
water. Still, we were better off than
Oliver Bowers has taken Roland Llttle- his superior
repeating the (Question
many of our gallant boys in blue. At ftt-ld's
woods
with
In
the
place working
aloud.
any rate, we were out of Libby and An- Ezra Lebroke.
dersonville and in no present danger of
"Scuse me. boss." he said, "but w'y
Mrs. G. E. Farmer'· arm I· on the gain
battle.
don't yer tell him Jea' de same's abort
it
to
her
raise
unable
to
is
she
but
Well, those days of anxiety and doubt head as
cowbV'—Judge.
yet.
are happily past and we are a united
Mr. and Mrs. Sewell Abbott visited
and prosperous nation. The dark days
ber sister, Mrs. Parris Page, Sunday.
A Wart Superstition.
of '61 *'63 have given way to day· of
Boys In the west of England believe
peaoe and plenty and the country now
East Bethel.
that by squeezing u mole to death beoocupiea a prestige of power and unity
Snow disappeared as suddenly as it
that no other power carea to assail.
tween the bauds and touching the afcame.
much
to
thankful
we
have
be
Yes,
for,
Thanksgiving day passed very pleas- fected parts with the blood that oozes
and one of the greatest causes for gratihere. A number of families en- from the mouth of the dying animal
tude is the loyalty and kindness exhibit- antly
tertained relatives and friends.
warts will disap|>ear and will not reap
ed by the United States government in
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Holt passed Thanks- pear. The culprits are convinced that
of
her
the
last
for
years
loyal
providing
with relatives in Albany.
moles, worms and other subterranean
defenders that they may not suffer for giving day
J. Cleve Bartlett of South Framingdwellers have no feelings, and therethe necessaries of life. The whole nais apending Thanksgiviug
ham,
Mass,
tion to day honors those who went forth
fore it Is not cruelty to put tbem to
week with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
to defeud our liberties and such magdeath In this way.
M. Bartlett.
nanimity was never displayed by any
Mr. A. M. Bean brongbt in two fine
nation towards a fallen foe. When the
deer last Wednesday, the result of a
8carcity of English Humor.
last mouthful of that turkey and chicken
trip to Lovell, Me.
It Is to be feared that If the papers
pie gets past our gullet, let'· sing once bunting
conMr. Will Holt has taken a large
reserved a special corner once each
more old "America," and God's benetract of timber land to clear of Mr. F.
diction will be given when we will all
week for the witticism of the week It
L. Edwards.
would be often left blank. There is uo
"go home."
deer
the
ones
lucky
banting
Among
J. H. wit to speak of today, only a feeble imthis season are Guy Bartlett,
Hebron.
G. Κ Hastings, Walter Bartlett itation of it whicb people are fond of
Swan,
There was a sleight-of-hand entertainand A. M. Bean.
calling the saving sense of bumor.—
ment In the academy Saturday evening.
Dec. 2nd, Wednesday evening, Alder London Saturday Hevlew.
Fred Sti rtevant visited his brothers in
a
will
hold
River
poverty party
Grange
Dixfleld and Weat Peru a few daya ago.
and fair. An old time supper of baked
Miss Nina Olover was at home from
Indian pudding, etc., will be
beans,
St. Barnabaa Hospital, where ahe la takJust · Chang·.
served from six to eight, followed by
ing a course of training, to apend the sale. A dice
"Poor man! Have 70a always been
quilt, sofa pillow· and

Several of

our

I
I

I

oil

Tur-1
I

over!
j
I

hasI

Thanksgiving Day.

Mrs. Florence Dunham Pinkham, Miss
Louise and Maater Henry, with a little
friend, of Newton, Maas., are spending
a few days at E. S. Dunham's.
Albion Cusbman spent Thanksgiving
Day at A. M. Richardson's.
Miss Pratt was the guest of her sister,
Mra. Levi Merrill.
We took dinner with Mr. and Mrs. W.
A. Bart let t.
There were various family reunions
of which we have no report.
Miss Bertha Packard Is in very poor
health.
Indian summer weather atill continue·.

other article· will be disposed blind?"
of; after which good music will be
"No, mam," answered Tired Tiffins
furnished for danolng.
unthinkingly. "Last week X wuz lame,
l>nt dere wuzu't enuff In it"—LouLsBryant's Pond.
rOle Courier-Journal.
Fay E. Lucaa of the class of 1910 in
numerous

College baa been choaen prinof the high school to anooeed L.
Wilfred Smith, the former principal.
Mr. Smith has also resigned the position
of superintendent of school· whiob he
held. This la an outcome of the school
trouble· of the town, in which the intervention of State Superintendent of
Schools Smith waa invoked before a sat·
tlsmeot was raaohed.

Bate·

cipal

LOOKING BACKWARD.
What la the Earliest Event In Llf·
You Can Remember?

"I can rememlter back to my fourth
"I was four
sa h] a physician.
ilurlng tin· Philadelphia Centennial of
187(>. and 1 remember two Centennial
Oue was a great room
icenes well.
i'uII of brass band Instruments-borus
so big und yellow and shiny tbat they
I remember, too, η
delighted me.
Turkish coffee room. My father took
Turks In native
me into this room.
I liked the
dress served the coffee.

/ear,"

BLUE STORE8.

Your Underwear is Thin, Need
New Warm Winter Underwear?
our stores you will find
that will meet your approval.

At either of
wear

place nt first; then I saw that It was
noisy. The native waiters shouted horribly. I was frightened. I was on the
point of tears, but whether 1 cried or

UNION SUITS LEAD,
HAVE YOU USED THEM?

not I can't tell you."
"I can remember back to the time
when I was three," said a lawyer. "At
the age of three my family took me to
Cape May. I saw my father out In the
He laughed and held out his
water.
arms to me, and, all dressed, I ran Into

Nowhere

can

sell for 50c.

you find

a

better

piece

Cotton 75c.

Wool $1.00.

good

We have three

numbers at $1.00.

BOYS' UNDERWEAR
BOYS' UNION

Re-

South Paris

Norway

HOlilPDtBIBMMWH
F.

A.

4.

MIItrKTLKFF

CO.

!!
!!
the members of your
family ! |
or for a circle of friends.
It
!
is a fine thing to know an ! !
article which is
accept· j !
It is

by Warnefried and Alculn.
The present system of punctuation
was introduced In the latter part of
the fifteenth century by Aldus Manu·
tins, a Venetian printer, who was re-

bakers and the whites to
for sizing."

papermakers

TLt? cock often crows without α victory— Danl-h Proverb.

Dr. Austin Tenney,
Oculist.

Dec.

At Rumford,

Eyes

Tuesday,

u.

purses
When mak·

Make t'iis

I

11

a

11

a

11

\,
J

for

everybody

fine assortment of these pens,
Let us show you.
to $10.00 each.

We have

11

out your list do not for-

you and for

I

11

all

get yourself.
Waterman Christmas

else.

$2.50 ! |

j

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

jtaiaaaaoaaââoâMëieaââaaaaaëaaaaÉaaaaaaaao<H>iQgi»aMg»|
F.

MHrXTLEFF A.

A.

CO.

F.

Α.

ΚΙΠΒΤΙ,ΚΚΚ

A

CO.

The A. C.

A well established business.

Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.
THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.
good

stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.
Pipe, Fittings,
Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
a
order and
business in
repairing of

machine work and

Dec.

buy thtse pens at

can

prices, suitirg

ing

A

ISfli,

<j

and all tastes.

Valves and

ΙΟ Α. M. to 4 P. M.

Waterman's Ideal
Fountain Pen
You

Will be at his Norway office over C.
All in running
F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,

Friday.

][

all

cago News.

about iu it. Here's a half dozen fresh
brokeus, Ο. K. but for the shells. The
confectioners Ml take 'em. This couple
Is what you might call fair—what your
uot 'new
grocer would term 'fresh;'
'fresh.'
laid' nor 'best fresh*—only
Such eggs you could stand iu a Spanish
We'll split
omelet, but not boiled.
them and sell the yolks to low class

people

a

placed at equal distances apart,
with no connecting link between, even
in the matter of spacing, an arrangement which must have rendered reading at sight somewhat ditlicult.—Chi-

great foaming yellow bath Is the more
the kid glove maker splashes

bit hard to

as

These were subsequently copother printers until their use
universal.
ancient languages were Innoany system of punctuation. In
early manuscripts the letters

Joyously

a

able to all kinds of

for our full stop, colon, semicolon. comma, marks of Interrogation
and exclamation, parenthesis and dash,
hyphen, apostrophe and quotation

sponsible

Bad Eggs.
Seated in a dark, cool cellar, a lighted candle iu one hand, three eggs In
the other, the egg candler talked. "No
"You can
egg Is unsalable," said he.
sell an egg when there's nothing left
of it but the smell. Who buys It then?
The kid glove maker. Ile beats his kids
soft in a yolk bath, and the riper that

always

select appropriate gift» for

stops and symbols being designed

are

$1.00.

F. H. NOYES CO.

third century 1$. C. Whatever his sysmay have been. It was subsequently neglected and forgotten, but was reintroduced by Charlemagne, the vari-

many

$1.50.

25c., 50c.

SUITS....50c.,

tem

led by
became
Most
cent of

$1.50.

Underwear not Fleece Lined.

nally to Aristophanes, a grammarian
of Alexandria, Egypt, who lived in the

marks.

we

Wright's Fleeced Undewrear.

PUNCTUATION.

ous

of underwear than

AN ALL WOOL Double Breasted Shirt at

vived by Charlemagne.
Punctuation by means of sto; s and
points, so a« to indicate the meaning
of sentences and assist the read'T to u
proper enunciation, is ascribed origi-

00.

TWO PIECE UNDERWEAR.

burg Press.

Originated by

$1.50, $2.00, $3

We have four kinds, $1.00,

the sea to him."
"All of us," said a psychologist, "can
remember back to our fourth year.
Some of us can even remember back
to the second year. It would make an
interesting article, a compilation of the
earliest memories of a lot of people.
The trouble, as a rule, Is to tlx the
date of these memories, so as to be
sure of our age at the time."—Pitts-

Aristophanes ar.d

of Under-

large variety

a

general

doing good
plumbing. Address,

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

examined free and all Glasses

warranted satisfactory.

At Home Office, 31 Li«bon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.
YEAR8'
EXPERIENCE
60

Patents
TRADE MARKS

DISIONS
Copyright· Ac.
and
·
iketrh
description may
Anyone lending

HANDWEAR
We have
est

all

....

mn
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether
Invention 1* probably patentable. Communication» «irlctly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patente
lent free. Oldest agency for ■ ecurt·(patenta.
Patente taken throuKh Munn A Co. receive
tjHclal notla, without charge, In the

Scientific American.

A handsomely llluitrated weekly. I.anreet circulation of any icientlUc tournai. Terme, S3 ·
year; four month·, |L Bold by all newidealere.

MUNN
SCo.8eiBrMi-"New York
Bras oh OOce. 836 F Bt. Washington, D. C

prices consistent with quality,
grades of

Gloves

Mittens

and

completeness of assortment
superiority of value our stock

For
and

cannot be excelled.

CURES CATARRH.
F. A. SHURTI.EFF A CO. WILL

in stock at low-

always

FURNISH

THE MEDICINE FREE IX EVERY

CASE

WHERE THEY FAIL TO CUBE CAT ARK II

Neglect or pessimism we believe is the
greatest enemy the public have to contend with when applied to the loss or
Practically every
recovery of health.
case of consumption might have been
cured if hope had been maintained and
proper treatment had been resorted to a'
the first symptom of the disease. Until
the advanced stage is reached consump
tion is curable. Catarrh is responsible,
we believe, for every case of consumption. It is about catarrh we want to talk
to you today, incidentally consumption,
since the two are so closely allied.
We have a medicine made from the
prescription of one of the most successful catarrh specialists known. This medicine has a record of OS per cent, of
cures, and we believe it is positively
without any equal. We are so satisfied
that we are right, that we will supply
the medicine free in
every instance
where it is used according to direction!·
of
time and fails
for a reasonable length
to cure and give satisfaction in every
particular. Wo want everyone in South
Paris to try this medicine at our risk.
There are no conditions or formality atWe put the user
tached to our offer.
under no obligations to us whatever.
The medicine we want you to try is
Rexall Mucu-Tone. It is a catarrh remedy that goes direct to the seat of trouble. It ia carried by the blood to every
part of the system. It seeks out and
destroys the germs or paraaites which
cause catarrh.
It purifies and enriches
the blood, tones up the muco-cells,
soothes and heals the tisrues that were
ravaged by the catarrhal parasite, and
brings about· condition of health and
strength that prevents the germs of consomption from ever getting a start. Bo·
sides this; Rexall Mucu-Τυηβ is a wonderful appetizer, digestive aid and flesh
builder. Ita good effects are felt from
the very first dose. It Is one of the largest and most'satisfactory selling medicines that we have ever had anything to
do with. We know so much of th^great
good that it bas done that we personally
Back it op with our reputation and
money, which fact should be ample guarantee to satisfy anybody.
Rexall Mucu-Tone comes in two sises,
60c. and 11.00. We urge you to try it.

Skilled.
"How did you acquire such skill)"
asked the inquisitive one of the clever
luggler.
"Why, 1 bave α natural talent—he·
1 édita ry, I might say.
My father used
V. ▲, ShartUff à Co,, South Paris, Me.
to est peas with a knife."—

Vochas for dress, lined and unlined,

price 5

c.

to

$j-50.

50
$3.50.
Working Mittens and Gloves, price 35c. to $1.00.
These are of exceptional value, made of Iiuck, Horse, Mule,
Calf and Pig skins and are very durable.
Fur

Driving Gloves, $1

to

j

full line of hand knit Woolen
Gloves, Mittens and Hosiery.
Also

J.

a

F. PLUMMER,
ji Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, MR.
Telephone

106-3.

CASTORIAjUtfrt*
^
Tli Kind You Havi Alwau

Beugbt

SEE MY NEW LINE OF

FLANNELETTE
NIGHT ROBES and SKIRTS.
Also

a

complete

assortment of the

Crown fluslin Underwear.
Our fall and winter line of

Millinery

is most attractive.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

CASTORIA Fir lofants and ChiMrML

TbkUYuHiriAjvijsBuftt

Bear· the

A

^

"

JJrmocrat

ïhe ®3rf0tfl

SOUTH PARIS.

ORAMU

l'HL'NK
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Going ilowneast)—5:36 A. M., 'tally ; 9:50 A. M.
dally except Sunday; 4 33 P. M., dally.
Going up (west)—9:50 A. M., dally; 3.-26 p. m.
dally except Sunday ; 8:47 p. M., dally.
CHUBCHKS.
First Congregational Church, Rev. Α. T. Me·
Whorter. Pastor. Preaching service, 10 45 a.
Sunday School 11:45 a. M.; Y. P. S. C. Ε ««
f.

Evening service 7Λ0

p.

m.;

Church

meeting Wednesday evening at 7:30 ρ m.
11." cot otherwise connected, are cordially In-

prayer

λ

vlUtl.
Methodist Church, Rev. T. N. Kewlev, Pastor.
i)d Sunday, morning prayermeetlng l6iW A.
School
preaching service 10:45 a. m.; Sabbath
12 m. ; Kpworth League Meeting « 00 p. m.;
prayer meeting Wednesday evening 7 JO; class
meeting Friday venlng 7:30.
Baptist Church, K»v. J. Wallace Chesbro,
Pastor On Sunday, preaching service 10:4T> A.
Y. P. S. C. Κ., 6:15 P.
Sabbath School 12 M
m.
prayer meeting 7 Λο p. m.; Wednesday evenAll are
:S0.
Seals free.
7
service
ing prayer
welcome.
Universal!»! Church, Rev J. H. Little. Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45 a. m
Sumlav School at 12 M. Junior Union at 3:30
Y. P. C. I', at 7 P. m.
r «
(TATKD MEKTIXOB.
F & Α. M.—Part
Lodge, No. 94. Regular
meeting Tuesday evening on or before fullmoon.
I. O. O. F.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetings, Thursday evening of eacn weeV— Aurora
Kncampment, first and thirl Monday evenings

'){ each month.
I) of R.—Mount Pleasan" Rebekah Lodge, No.
JO, meets second and fourth Fridays or each
uiontn In Odd Fellows' Hall.
G. A. R.—W. κ. Kimball Post, No. 14b, meets
dr t anil third Saturday evening- of each
m>>nth. In G. A. R. Hall
Wm. K. Kimball Circle, Ladles of the G. A.
K meets Orel *nd thirl Saturday evenings of
ea'-h month, la Grand Artni Hall.
S. of V.—.Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp meets
in-t and third Tuesday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Parle Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
wait ilrst and third Saturday ; during the
re.nalsder of the year, meets every Saturlay, In
G-ange Hall.
Second and fourth Mondays of
U. O. G. C
ea h month.
V K. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 131,
me t· second and fourth Wednesday evenings
of ach month.
.of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
k'r ay evening at Pythian Hal'.

The Seneca Club will meef this Monday evening with Mrs. A. C. Wheeler.
The topic of the evening will be Jamestown.

The mission circle of the Uuiversalist
church will meet at the vestry of the
church at 3 o'clock, Tuesday of tIiit*
week.
The annual meeting of the Riverside
Cemetery Association will be held at the
office of Wright A Wheeler, next Saturday at 1:30 p. M.
Mrs. J. W. Davis and Mis* Aunie Davis
of Scarboro, who have been at Dr. C. L.
Buck's* for a short time, have gone from
here to Aroostook County for a visit.
The Mason Manufaeturing Co., having

its orders of toys f·»r the
Christmas trade, shut down As factory
last Tuesday night, to remain closed
until uext Monday. Dec. 7.

completed

Special rates have been secured on the
Grand Trunk for the annual meeting of
Pomona Grange at South Paris Tuesday
of this week. Tickets good returning
either Tuesday or Wednesday.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stuart are visited
fora few days by their s >ns, II. (1
of llallowell High
Stuart, principal
School, and Mrs. Stuart, and W. E*rle
Stuart, assistant in the same school.
Advertised letters in Soutk Paris post
office Nov. 30, 1908:
Mre. Κ rank Cole.
Κ. E. Ciurney.
A. C. Con-Ion Ct>.
J. II. Koxers.
8. L. Noyce.
Antonio Be Ian·).

S. F. Davis, Postmaster.

Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Farrar have
moved from their fprm in the northeast
part of the town to their new house beyond Park Street bridge. Mr. Farrar
of
says he bas bought the first quart
milk he ever bought in his more than
seventy years of life, and he receives the
comforting assurance from friends that
there are other equally pleasant features
life which he will speedily
of

village

learn.

»

*

The annual meeting of the W. H. M.
S. of the M. E. church was held with
Mrs. Lyman Merrill Friday afternoon.
Reports were read from the convention
recently held at Auburn. Two barrels
have been packed and sent to the Deaconess' Home at Portland. The following officers were elected:
Pre»Ment—Mrs. T. S. Kuwley.
Vice-PreeMent— Mrs. (irlndll Stuart.

Sccreury—Mr·. JutU

\bi*ott.

Treasurer—Mrs. Κ. E. Chapman.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Jean Tolm.tn
the guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Tolraan, for a short time last week.
They were on their return from Skowhegau, where they had been for burial of
the remains of Mrs. Tolman's father,
William Bailey of Maiden, Mass., who
died a few days previous. Friday morning they left on their return to the University of Pennsylvania, where Mr.
Tolman is both instructor and student
in music this year.
were

soft,
outdoors.
But the proper observance of Thanksgiving calls for little out-door business,
and such plats as bad been made for
the day did not have to be chauged on
There was
account of the weather.
which
a special matinee at the Bijou,
furnished an opportunity for diversion,
and a good number attended the annual
Thanksgiving ball at Norway in the
evening. Ash'e from these two events,
there was little in the nature of public
atfairs, and the day was largely devoted
to home gatherings.

Thanksgiving

was

a

warm,

drizzly day, disagreeable to be

Two whistles from the Taris Manufacturing Co.'» factory about half past

seven

last

Monday

evening

started

things up around the village. Kiremeu
aud others got going promptly, and hosttrucks went flying through the air. At
the factory there was a big white cloud
above the boiler house, but uo signs of a
conflagration. The trouble was the
blowing out of a plug in one of the boilers, and the white cloud was the escaping steam. The watchmau, realizing the
necessity for getting some one there in a
hnrry to help take care of the tire under
the boiler, palled the whistle. Everybody was glad it was nothing worse.
Two real estate transfers of note were
made here last week. Wilbor L. Farrar, at present deputy sheriff and jailer,
purchased of C. Freeland Peniey hit
bouse and laud on High Street in the
north part of the village. This includes,
besides the house, a large tract of land
on the east side of the street running to
the river, taking in the newly laid out;
Penley Street and a number of house
lots, and the pretty spot known as Tenley's Grove. Mr Parrar will liv« in the
bouse when he leaves the jail. Mr. Penley has purchased the large house which
was built and occupied by tbe late Capt.
U. N. Bolster, opposite the park on
High Street, and will occnpy it with bis

family.

Though not what could be called
large congregation, the attendance at
the union Thanksgiving service at the
Congregational church Wednesday even
ing was rather better than usual, eveu
though tbe evening was uupleasaut.
The service was held in the vestry, and
was
participated in by Kev. Messrs.
McWhorter, Kewley and Chesbro, Kev.
Mr. Little being out of town. Tbe sermon was a rather informal talk by Kev.
Mr. McWhorter, on the topic "Home,
Sweet Home." It was plain, direct,
homely and impressive talk, and ought
to give every one who heard it an enlarged sense of the privileges and the
blessings and the sanctity of *.be American home.
a

The Democrat's next serial story will
be ''Lady Betty acroas the Water," which
will begin in a week or two. Tbia is by
C N. and A. M. Williamson, authors ol

Virginia," which was
recently published in the Democrat, and
other stories. "Lady Betty" is entirely

"Tbe

Princess

different from "The Princess Virginia,"
Tbe
but certainly no less charming.
is
story ia told io the tlrst pers >n, and it
safe to guarantee that every reader will
be in love with Lady Betty before reading many chapters of tbe story. There
•re several other very interesting character* in tb· story, and it is deliciously en
tertaining in its picture of the life of the
very rich in America in New York and
Newport, as seen through tbe eyee of an

unspoiled English girt.

Ella Burbank vu with Mn. THE NEW BANK TO BEGIN BUSINESS Oi
TUESDAY OF THIS WEEK.
Buckley at Auburn over Thanksgiving.

OHDBCHU.

Mrs.

Remember the entertainment and
social at the Grange hall next Saturday
evening. Admission 10 cents.

eoLTU pahib rosT orrtcm.
7 30 A. M. lo 7 :30 P. M.
Office Hour»

Commencing

Tuesday.

NOBWAÎ.

ParU Trust Co. will Open Dec. ist

Around the Thanksgiving Board.

Mrs. Hannah Bolt la visiting Mrs. S.
H. Dorr at Mexico, where she went last

L. S. Session· was with relatives at
Stark, X. H., (or the day.

Second

Congregation*!'

ChurchyRev^Jfcl

Wbm Rubber· Become ITcciuiry
For mayor of Portland the Repabli
And your shoe· pinch, AHen's Foot-Eue, a pow cane have renominated Hon. Adam P,
tier to be shaken Into the shoes, it Just the thing
the present mayor, and the
to use. Try It for Breaking In New Shoes Sold Leighton,
Ηυη. Jamec
Everywhere, 25c. Sample FREE. Allen S. Olm- Democrat· have nominated
ated, Le Boy, Ν. T. Don't accept any *ubUUute. C. Hamlen.

Catarrh'Doctor

The Paris Trust Co. will open foi
Born.
Best
Rev. A. T. McWhorter of the Congrebusiness at South Paris on Tuesday,
Maaon
Mr.
Mrs.
and
«pent Dec. 1st. The readers of the Demoorat
Emery
gational church exchanged pulpits with
™«
ε..
of
Jack
Woods,
the
wife
In Mexico, Nor. 20, to
Thaokagiving Day with their eon, P. S. have been kept informed of the progress
Rev. B. S. Rideout of Norway Snnday.
Thia fa the little Hyornei
a daughter.
In Llttleileld, No?. 15, to the wife of A. B. inhaler, a doctor that haa
Mason, and family.
in
the
bank
first
the
commercial
of
this,
A full attendance is desired at the
a eon.
Hoyt,
cared many thonaanda of
Mra. Louiae J. Brigga was the guest of town of Paris, but a general summary of
In LltUefleld, Noy. 18, to the wife of Guy Dol
next meeting of the Ladies of the 6. A.
sufferera from catarrh,
loff, a daughter.
R. Dec. 5th, as business of importance Mrs. George Λ. Wilson at Walter L. the facts is herewith given.
broncbitia, aathma, hay
A special .act of the legislature of 1Θ07
Gray's for the day.
will come before the Circle.
fever,
cougba, colds, grip
the organization of the Paris
authorized
>°"M:
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. King were with H.
Married.
and croup.
Though not enough rain fell last week
Trust Company, to do a general banking
to amount to much of itself, it carried M. Tucker and family at Orono from business, with a capital of $50,000. Id
It's easy to cure yourself
In 8outh Parla, Not. 25, by Rev. J. Π. Little, with Hyomei. Pour a few
the 800w into the ground gradually, and Wednesday to Monday.
the spring of 1908 the securing of subMr. Guy Allen Buck of South Parla and Mlaa
drops in the little inhaler,
may help out the shallow wells a little.
Mrs. and Mrs. L. B. Carter spent scriptions to the stock of the company M.# Wednesday evening, 7 .80.
Henrietta Mabel Gammon of Norway.
The
In 8outh Parla, Nov. 25, by Rev. J. H. Little, and breatb it in.
of stock
STAT£1> MKKTIWOS.
Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp, S. of Thanksgiving with the family of Dr. F. was begun, and tbe full amount
Mlaa
Edith
and
Mr.
At
wood
May
Perley
Ripley
healing, soothing and anbeen subscribed, tbe company
H. Packard at West Paris.
having
will
be
W.
Herbert
both
of
Parla.
V.,
Damon,
inspected by
air will reach every
was organized on tbe 20th of July, 1908.
In Turner Center, Nov. 19. by Rev. H. A. Mark- tiseptic
McCanc., Divieiou Commander, at tbe
Mr. and Mrs. Wirt Stanley were at
the
are as follows:
ley, Mr. Joeepb P. DeCoater and Mlaa Annie nook and crevice of
regular meeting Tuesday evening of this Mechanic Falls for the day with Mr. and The officers
May Tattle, both of Buckfleld.
mucous membrane of the
Morton.
R.
President—Geo.
week.
In Berlin, Ν. H., Nov. 25, by Rev. Mr. SherMrs. George H. Cummiogs.
nose and throat; will atop
Vice-President—John B. Robinson.
wood, Mr. Walter Wight of Berlin and Mlaa
Treasurer—George C. Fern&ld.
the irritation almost im(treat weather this, for tbe season.
Lena
Farwell
of Bethel.
Dr. C. L. Buck and family were at
Secretary—Alton C. Wheeler.
full moon.
In Froeburg, Nov. 25, by Rev. Baman N. Stone, mediately; will allay the
Sunday, except for some wind in the Snow's Falls with Dr. Buck's parents,
meetlm
_N
Lodge.—Regular
Mr. J. Curtis Wiley of Fryeburg and Mlaa LouTbe board of directors of the bank is
forenoon, was one of the tineet days ever Mr. and Mrs. Charles T.*Buck.
inflammation; drive out
la Ôdd Fellows'
vIa May Oilman of Melrose, Maaa.
the
kill
composed of tbe following men: Geo. Wlldey Kncarapment. every
Ho. IL m*»»
seen in the last week of November, and
In Rumford, Nov. 24, by Rev. E. W. Webber, the foul odor;
Mr. and Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler enter- R. Morton, William J. Wheeler, George Fellows· Hail,
Mr. Harold C. Goddaru of Auburn and Mies
and cure the disease.
nearly every body was out to enjoy it.
germs
E.
C.
Atwoud
of
Rumford.
Alton
and
M. At wood, N. Dayton Bolster,
Lucy
tained Mrs. Wheeler's parents, Mr.
"My wife has been using
«
In Rumford, Nov. 23. by Rev. G. B. Bannaford,
The family of Harry E. Maxim of, Mrs. William Hayes of Auburn.
Wbeeler, Lewis C. Bates, Sumner E.
Mr. Carroll Caah and Mlaa Edith Stevens.
Hyomei for two months for
Portland have been spending a few days
W.
John*te.
Robinson,
George
In Rumford, Nov. 26, by Rev. H. L. Hanaon, catarrh.
She has received
Hod. aod Mrs. James S. Wright and Newell,
with bid parents, Mr. and Mrs. Franklin 1
KverinK. t· *·. A· O.
Mr. George il. Thurston and Mlas Zllphla Iona
benefit
Cole, Jr., Frank A. Sburtleff, William every Thursday
more relief and
enwere
Mrs.
Mr.
aod
Fred
N.
third
No.
meet»
rnoay
both
of
Rumford.
Division,
12,
Wright
Maxim. Mt. Maxim himself, instead of
P. Potter, Winflel<re. Starbird, George
0'_^( Thompson,
In Rumford, Nov. 23, Mr. Arthur St. Pierre than from any other troat- *
Howard's.
tertained
at
H.
Charles
stopping here, went on to Newry for a
Burnham, Jr., Frederick A. Heidner.
and Mlas Laura Lebrle, both of Rumford.
ment."—E. S. Parrett, Jef- ■
am
deer hunt.
Iu Rumford, Nov. 25, Mr. Albert Roy of West
Mr. aod Mrs. Fred V. Abbott and son The executive committee is Geo. R.
ACTUAL
SIZE
fersonvllle, 0.
fourth
Ν.
and
Miss
Founder.
Milan,
H„
M.
li
F. Â. Shurtleff & Co., the druggists,
No.
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Davis have the Walter spent their Thanksgiving with Morton, William J. Wheeler, George
In Rumford, Nov. 23, by Rev. J. A. LaFlimme,
and Mrs. John E. Harper of Sumoer. Atwood, N. Dayton Bolster, Alton C.
Bvcnln, Mr. Ephralm Hebert and Miss Jane Gauthier. sell Hyomei (pronounced High-o-me)and
sympathy of many friends in the loss of ! Mr.
Frank A. Sburtleff, and Wintheir daughter, Kuby, who died Suuday ;
guarantee it. A complete outfit, IncludMrs. Dora B. Greene, Ε. N. Haskell Wheeler,
A.R. Hall, Mon
of
these
three
but
field S. Starbird. All
morning after an illness of a few days aod the Misses Haskell spent their
ing inhaler, only costs $1.00.
Died.
men daJ
business
li
known
are
well
meets
directors
No.
177,
Lodge,
with tubercular meningitis. The funeral ;
with relatives at Auburn.
Thanksgiving
New Q. A.R. Ha", on the Ant and third Wed
of
B.
Robinson
Parie.
John
Oxford,
of
will be held at the Louse at 2 o'clock i
in South Parle, Nov. 29, Ruby, daughter of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B. Penfold spent head of tbe Robinson Manufacturing
and South Parts Council
Tuesday. She was 7 years of age.
and Mra. T. M. Davla, aged 7 yeara.
the day with Mrs. Penfold's parents, Co., is almost as well known in Paris as
R. Hall every Tuesdaj
«
In North Parle, Nov. 27, Mra. Emma, wife of
The Ladies' Aid will hold a Bale at Mr. and Mrs. John F. Lord, at North in Oxford, as is George Burnbam, Jr.,
Frank E. Keene, aged 28 yeara.
K.-Elm Tree Colony, No. l^ meet,
the Baptist vestry next Thursday after- | Waterford.
in Appleton, Minn., Oct. 2θ,Chester L.Twitchhead of the Burnham & Morrill Co.,
fourth Wednesday evenings of eacl
second'and
ell, formerly of Bethel, aged 74 years.
noon and evening. There will be musical ;
he is reckoned as of PortIn Denmark, Nov. 27, Mrs. Lucy A. Plngree.
At
W. Haskell's Mrs. Has- who, although
selections during the evening.
baa done business in Paris for m?inln « o —Norway Commandory, No. 247
Fancy i kell's George
land,
In East Brownfleld, Nov. 20, Edwin Evans of
and
Kosalvo
Mrs.
«»>·.· «
Tb.nfer
parents, Mr.
a
is
Potter
P.
William
articles, aprons, vegetables, food and
jus- e*=h month
Denmark, aged 58 yearn
of Bucktield, were entertained many years.
in Upton, Nov. 17, William J. Powell, aged 35
in which delay is so
tice of the Supreme Court of PennsylmoeU
m
No
candy will be for sale. Tbe Christian Crockett
xfonl CMtk)
2(
Ryer
years.
Eudeavorers' will have a table of article» for the day.
vania, and a summer resident of Paris
In Albany, Nov. 23, Mra. Betsey (Plngree)
as in Eye
*
dangerous
suitable for Christmas presents.
H. W. Dennison aod family were at Hill.
Hutchlnaon, aged 84 years.
Trouble.
tbe treasurer, is a September.
C.
to spend Thanksgiviog with
West
Bethel
Femald,
George
Rev. A. S. Bisbee, the well known ;
the family of Mr. Dennison's father, H. young man wbo has had a number of
The new owners of the Elm Hous.
When you consider
temperance worker, will give a temper- :
P. Dennison.
years' experience in banking business, nrouerty have taken possession.
ance address at the Methodiet church )
that
a
comthan
more
before
been for some years
you can get along
'Hmothy Smith, who for
next Suuday evening at 7:30.
This is a ; Dr. D. M. Stewart and family ate their having
here teller in the Mercantile Trust half century has been the care-taker
well without any
union meeting, under the auspices of the Thanksgiving dinner with Mrs. Stewart's ing
Co. of Portland.
the Elm House, left town Tuesday mom
four Sunday schools.
Monday evening j parents at Wales. Mrs. Stewart and the
WILL
FIND
sense
maK«
will
he
has
a
where
you
first-class equipment ing for Lewiston
The bauk
except
following Mr. Bisbee will give au illun- baby remained there for a short visit.
for business. Early in the work of or- hi» home with hie sieter.
will understand how
t rated Ircmre at the church on his year
Mrs. A. C. Jones and Mrs. Margaret ganization a lease of the room on the
Qenrge E. Walker, road commiesioner
speut in England.
important it is to take
Wilbur and daughter Dorothy of this east side of Pythian Block, which hud la constantly looking after the streeti
T..ua.l..v Aoonin.· ..f »!.·<. urn-lr m.«nr· !
Norway is very fortunate
no chances with your
place, and W. W. Walker and family of beeu occupied as a store since the erec- and
the monthly supper ami entertainment Woodfords, were entertained at E. L. tion of tbe building, was secured, and
AND
having such a painstaking commis
:
of the Good Cheer society in their hall. Ureene's.
Eyes.
the concrete work of the vault was beThe "Kitchen Orchestra" and the farce,
of Maine" has three alligators
gun immediately after the actual organOUR Business is
Lawrence Glover, Boston, Edward J.
The
attracl
"Don't Judge by Appearance»," are
ization of the Trust Company.
in his place of business
They
Mrs. Etta P. Richarde
to Tell You When
vault was built by the Mosler Safe Co., much attention. The 'possum is aise
guaranteed to give you your money's Staple», Portland,
of
Durward
C;
iiud
Richards,
son,
wiii th of fun.
A sociable will follow
»nd is unquestionably lire-proof and another attraction to the village
You Need Glasses
ALSO
were guests at A. D. Park's on
the farce.
Those taking part in the Mexico,
George W. Hobbe of North Norway
burglar-proof. It is between seveu and
Thauksgiving.
f arc % are:
S.
Bight feet square in inside dimensions. w'ii start from Boston for Fresno
Λ. E. Forbes.
M jor Pepper
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Townsend of Inside its heavy double doors, the outer County, California about the 10th o!
H. T. Tha er. [
Krank Topliam
Aroostook County, visited one of which closes with a time lock, the December.
Mr. Hobbs
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
•lohii {'lump, (servant Ιυ l*cppcr,)..J J. Merrill. Braggville,
«inter
Mrs. Miriam space is divided by a grated door into move to the village for the winter.
I
I Mrs. I. K. \D<trews. Mr. Townxend's sister,
uteres to
l>i<ina,
6 Pleasant St., South Pari*, Me.
g
Angelina, j Major Pepper, t M Us Kitty Morton. <tone, for a few days over the Thanks- two compartments, the inner one of Should Mr. Hobbs' health
,1"
In California, his family will probably join
use of the bank.
which
for
the
is
season.
at
entertainment
at
giving
ti:4">;
8:U0;
Supper
ATthe other compartment are fifty safe him in the spring or ·»"*»"'·
Prices the saiue as usnal.
II. Little and Mr.
Rev. and Mrs.
int
C B. Cumminge & Sons nave th
:leposit boxes for rent. These are so
NOTICE OF WAimilVU.
! tnd Mrs. J. S. Burbank spent Thanksuolstkk ihstkict.
one
carries
made that tbo customer
key Bridee Street dam nearly completed.
WHEREAS, my wife, Klmlra Allen, has left
jiving with relatives in Exeter, Χ. II. »nd the treasurer of the bank another, The
I hereby
hav
the
dam,
firm, in constructing
my bed an<l board without Just cauee,
Kenneth Withatu in quite ill with Mrs. Little and Mrs. Burbank remained
forbid all peinons trusting or harborlog her on
ind a box can not be opened except by arranged for the errection of a building
tonsili tis.
date.
thin
after
[or a few days' visit.
inr account
tbe use of both keys.
on the site of the old carding mill in the
South Parle, Maine, Nov. 18, 1!»W.
SOUTH
ME.
Mrs I. Γ). Cummings spent Thanks- |
WILLIAM E. ALLEN.
In the basement below is a fire-proof rear of F. P. Stone's drug store.
At Minot L. Whittle's there was a
4M3
a A.
the
for
giviug week iu Yarmouth.
the
the
same
size
and
of
besides
fault
Smith
M.
aunt,
Edith
Georg
of
preservaeleven,
including
party
Walker, were at Portland Thanksgiving
A. J. Ayer, who has been in Portl ind immediate family of Mr. Whittle, Mr. tion of books, papers, records, etc.
The public room and the treasurer's with Miss Smith's brother and wife, Mr.
several weeks, is now with his daughter, tnd Mrs. R. N. iîall, Misses Carrie and
Mrs. Fanuic Small. Mr. Ayer is in feeble liertrude Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. juarters are in front of the vault. Along- and Mrs. Charles R. Smith.
side the vault are two booths for the
Hall, and Miss Edith Hatch.
health.
jse of customers, and in the rear of tbe
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Bowker and
Freeland Cummings and family wore
?ault is the directors' room, supplied
entertained by Mrs. Cummings' brother, laughter Muriel were at South Portland with table and chairs.
Mechanic
YVillard Martin, at
Falls, to eat Thanksgiving dinner with Mrs.
The counters and all tbe furniture,
Newton
Bowker's brother,
Stanley, :ables, desks and chairs, are of quartered
Thanksgiving day.
wrhere Mr. and Mrs. John F. Stanley of
jak in antique finish, and the wainscot- is the largest last manufacturing estabThere were several famdy gatherings', \uburn were also entertained.
ng of tbe rooms is in the same wood and
hero on Thanksgiving day.
Among the
m ice Λ..1.Κ
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Shurtleff had all inish. The walls above the wainscntguests entertained were Mr. and Mrs. j
P.M.., ». tb.
ng are tinted green, and the steel ceilΕ Ν*. Swett and son, Francis, of Norway, their children with them for the day—
and
An arc
tinted
border
a
white
with
homestead.
is
Gen. Geo. L. Beal
M'ss Eunice Fobes of Wakefield, Mass., Misses Emma E. and Ida M. Shurtleff, ng
in gold.
lialit will be placed in the center of the
and Miss Eva Swett, who is attending Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Shurtleff and son tome of the figures picked out
B.
State Bank Examiner William
Simmons College in Boston, Mass., at Stanley of South Paris, and Mr. and Mrs.
skelton of Lewiston was at South Paris
W. H. Swett'·. Mrs Florence Chapman Arthur Κ Shurtleff of West Paris.
Wednesday and made a full examination
and daughters, Helen and Elsie, at John !
Principal Clason of the high school >f the bank. He found everything satisMrs. Ε. E. Chapman and son, \
Small's.
You will find at this mill the best goods that can be bought and
with
the
Mrs.
Clason
tnd
day
and has duly certilied tbe that it will be the source of much pleas
spent
| actorv,
Francis. au<l Mrs. Teresa Grover at J.
Ken- ] >»nk, thus giving it full power to engage
at market price.
The same grade of flour that I have sold for fifteen
Miss
sold
at Lisbon Falls.
relatives
Mrs. Cora Wbit'eqiore at
S. Brown's.
the first assistant, was at her j η business.
Also
waeaccidentally years, and all other kinds of
mill.
A. C. Witham and drick,
and feed kept in a
A O. Wheeler's.
home in Litchfield, and Miss Whittum,
WaterAs above stated, the bank will open «hot while deer hunting at
family and George McCallum of West- the second
for
working
our own grinding of Pure Oats and Corn
together
assistant, was at her home in j or business Tuesday, Dec. 1. For the ford some days ago, is getting along
W. K.
field, Ν. Β at F. R. Wit ham's.
Lewiston.
iresent the banking hours will be 9 to well as could be expected.
horses. Call and see us.
Clifford and family and John Parsons of
and 1:15 to 3 o'clock.
Uomanzo Dean of Andover was with
the Cniversity of Maine at Oscar i
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Crockett 12:15,
his daughter. Mrs. H. J. Bangs, during
Parsons'.
their Thanksgiving with their
i spent
in AbingI iaughter, Mrs. C. A. Record,
Maine Newt Notes.
class of S. B. Cummings,
:on, Mass., where other relatives were in
Thanksgiving Home-Comers.
had
been
who
Mrs.
the
Crockett,
party.
Among those who were at their homes
in
house
federal
court
South. Paris.
Work un the
in Massachusetts for a few
here for the Thanksgiving season were: nsiting
with
Mr. Portland has been resumed after a sue- Β. dimming» as Marlinof
home
returned
nreeks,
Mrs. E. P. Pari in of Wilton, with her
I tension of operations of some weeks.
Crockett.
pareuts, Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Blake.
hSFxa
IWISi
The six-masted schooner Edward B.
teaches
in
who
M.
Helen
table
Miss
King,
A party of sixteen made up the
Portland, and Miss Frances King, who tt Albert E. Dean's, including, besides Vinslow, launched at Bath Wednesday,
is a stenographer in Lowiston. with their ;he members of the immediate family, ' r said to be the largest schooner now
away from Norway eome fifteen years
Leamler S. Swan, Miss Mary Swan, Miss 1 itioat.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Kiug.
Miss Isabel C. Morton, who is attend- \bbie Swan, Mr. and Mrs. Horace L.
Fred W. Savage, a lobster fisherman of
following officers were eleted at
ing the Art Museum School in Boston.
Swan and two children, of South Paris,
Vndrews Island, near Rockland, was the annual meeting of the Junior Guild
Miss Eunice W. Fobes, who teaches in ind Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Swan and one J Irowned Wednesday. lie was 55 years of Christ Church Mission Thureday even? :hild and Mr. aud Mrs. Eli J. Swan and
Waketield, Mass.
( ild and leaves a widow.
■"β·
Miss Eva F. Swett. who is attending laughter Mitts Marguerite Swan of NorLeonard Carpenter, an old resident of
President—May Fmereon.
Simmons College, Boston.
way.
Vice-President—Velina Wentzel.
loulton and a mason by trade, was killed
Howard G. Wheeler, who is with the
Marguerite Dyer.
Secretary—Mr».
were |
of fifteen
A family
a derrick while working on a bridge
party
Martha Btory.
with
head·
Treasurer—
Co.
>y
England Telephone
issembled around the board at S. P. , it Oakfield. He was about 05 years old.
>
X.
and
Stanat
Manchester,
H.,
quarters
j
Rev. Mr. Graham baa decided not to
including, besides Mr. aud Mrs.
ley M Wheeler from the University of , Stearns', Mr.
Fred 0. Benner, for many years a dry locate at Norway. Rev. I. B. Mower of
and Mrs. Austin P. Stearns
Steams,
Maine, at William J. Wheeler's.
salesman in Portland, committed Waterville preacbed at
the Baptist
1 ind sons Austin Jr. and Alexander, of i ;oods
Mr. aud Mrs. Fred Brown of Portland,
1 uicide by ehooting at his home Monday
church Sunday.
Paris, Henry K. Stearns and son of
at J. II. Stuart's.
for
He
bad
been
the
lucky number
suffering
Merton VVynian held
Iebron, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Park and vening.
Miss Mabel G. Hathaway, who teaches
Mr. and Mrs. Eben 1 ome time with extreme nervous pros- at the Opera House Tuesday evening
and
Muriel
laughter
in Kockport, Mass
ration.
and carried borne the fine large turkey
>. Kilborn of Bethel, and Mr. and Mrs.
Roy E. Cole, from Bates.
for some time on exhibition in I. W.
of Norway.
Goodwin
W.
^tuart
Town
was
run
Old
Nadeau
of
from
Bates.
Henry
M.
Miss Mae
Field,
Waite's show window.
directorate of this BANK is made up of men prom( iver and instantly killed by an electric
is
the
I
in
who
F.
A.
Stevens,
employed
At George R. Morton's a family party
W. F. Tubbs drove to Greenwood,
Nadeau
ar in that city Friday night.
and public life,
at
inent in business,
Getchell
A
of
store
Bumpus
drug
)i sixteen was gathered, including, beand shot his deer, and returned
alley into located
Auburn.
j iides the members of Mr. Morton's ame suddenly out of a dark
Good
our CAPITAL
with
in the afternoon.
combined
home
financial
whose
to
his
experience,
in
of
front
the
lain Street and stepped
Dr. Charles S. Stuart of Bethel, with j j
amily, Mrs. L. C. Morton, Mr. and Mrs. ar, which was going at moderate speed, work.
LIABILITY ot
and
STOCKHOLDERS'
STOCK
his father, W. B. Stuart.
the
of
was
one
iVilliam P. Morton and son Raymond
Major Bial F. Bradbury
le leaves a wife and Ave children.
Miss Blanche A. Barrows, who is stento
will furnish absolute
'enfold, Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Morton,
honorary bearers at the funeral of Col.
ographer for the W. J. McFarlane Co. at lire. A. T. Forbes, Miss Fannie A.
While walking from Bangor to Veazie Lucius H. Kendall at Biddeford.
Lewiston.
Forbes and Arthur E. Forbes. Clarence ( η the track of the Maine Central rail·
Charles L. Hathaway and wife enjoyed
SOLICIT the patronage of business men, farmers,
Morton Bolster from Bates College.
James
M. Thanksgiving with Mrs.
( J. Morton and family of West Paris were
oad Tuesday afternoon,
Hathaway's
Miss Fanny N. Chapman, who is at-, ( tot there on account of
firms and corporations, and our appreciation of
of Stillwater was struck by sister in Boston.
'hompson
temporary illtending Gorham Normal School.
Mr.
t rain 410 and instantly killed.
less of Mr. Morton.
Several Knight Templars visited Oribe shown by our willingness to serve the small
will
such
Thompson was 07 years old, a widower, ental Commandery, No. 22, at Bridgton
One of the largest of the Thanksgiv- , nd two daughters and two sons survive. Nov. 26.
Buck-Uammon.
A delegation will go from
depositor with the same courtesy and promptness as the
of
Mr.
the
home
was
at
gatherings
and South Paris from Oxford
There was a very attractive but quiet ng
Norway
Â.
Bucknam
of
of
The
body
George
large.
A. Noyee, where their entire
No. 29, to visit Oriental
wedding ceremony at the home of Mr. i! md Mrs. J.
was Chapter,
The party included ' tastport, who disappeared Sunday,
No. SO, December 3rd, if the
and Mr». Elmer Λ Ulrich on ^killings j amily were present.
one of the Chapter,
under
'
ound
Wednesday
dr. and Mr·. Noyee, Eugene Hammond,
is good.
Avenue, Wednesday, So v. &r>, when
1 rharves.
He was nearsighted and it is traveling
and son Merton of West Taris,
Mrs. M. F. Staples moved from the
Henrietta M. Gammon of Norway and I wife
fell
into
and
that
he
stumbled
iresumed
1
( ieoree I). Noyes, wife and son Arthur,
the first of the
He was a contractor and Savings Bank building
θθ) A. Ruck of this place were united if West Sumner,
ho water.
F. A. Ptrlin, wife and
in marriage. R»v. J. Η Little officiated,
of age, and leaves u week.
45
'
years
tuilder,
of
and
1 wo children, Robert
Marjory,
Mr. and Mrs. Cbas. H. Sargent were
using the single ring seivice. Miss Mae '
1
Mrs. .leseie Ames of South vidow and three children.
with their daughter, Mrs. Hal Eaton at
Everett was maid of honor, Crockett >outh Taris,
two
wife
and
L.
Maurice
Alonzo P. Allen of Portland was Stoughton, Mass., for Thanksgiving.
Noyee,
Record best roan. Precisely as the ?ari§,
(
Hermon and Richard, of South Irowned near the South Portland ferry
James N. Favor and wife spent Thanksclock struck two the wedding party :hildren,
and
eon
wife
E.
Leon
He was 04 years giving with Mrs. Favor's sister, Mrs.
Noyes,
s lip Saturday night.
Papers, Policies, Deeds, Mortgages, Wills
entered the parlor, followed by the I'aris,
Mrs.
of
South
two
He
Taris,
Gladys
a
veteran
of
wars.
.eland,
and
,
if
Ernest Hall of Àugusta.
age,
valuable documents and articles of value,
guests, and stood beneath a wedding
and
other
and daughter, Avis Ham- f erved in the civil war, and afterward
Rev. E. S. Cotton was at Norway with
bell suspended from an arch. After the lammond
Taris.
in our SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES to
of
1
South
in
be
service
the
should
aw
nond,
,
week.
this
friends
thirty
nearly
years'
ceremony was performed the happy
The electric car ran into and threw
egular army, including an enlistment
insure safe keeping. Call or write and get prices.
couple and guests retired to the dining
i η the Spanish war. Some time ago he C. R. Penley's horse Tuesday afternoon.
John's Letter.
room, which was very prettily decorated,
1 ras retired on a
Dr. E. C. Walker was called to attend
pension.
and partook of a very dainty lunch.
We had the pleasure of listening to the
which was some injured by
The bride and groom were dressed in , Captain's address at Turner Grange
from the woods, the horse,
While returning
the collision.
their traveling suits of brown, which Sail last Saturday. As one of "the vhere he bad been
wood, Monchopping
J. B. Pike, of Walker & Pike, attorneys,
were very becoming.
They left on the folks" we were rather proud of him. lay, Clarence Hayford, aged 53, of
of Bridgton, was in town with his family
afternoon train for a short wedding trip, iVe think it is settled, or ought to be,
was instantly killed by the acciVayne,
this week.
amid a shower of rice and old shoes. , bat "something good can come out of"
Block.
South Paris, Maine.
lental discharge of a shot gun he was
Market Square.
The Catholic church ladies' leap year
Their many friends wish them a very —Uuckfield. He was master of the situarrying. Ho fell, the fall causing the ball at the
House
evening
Friday
Opera
ation. Sure. Ordinarily an hour and a lischarge of the weapon and the charge
long and happy life.
was a success.
Entertainment, dancing
luarter Is too much of a speech, but this if shot entered bis neck, severing the
at Home's
intermission
to
at
able
was
and
of
York
H.
well
Young
which
to
supper
George
be so,
iidn't prove
speaks
pinal cord. Hayford lived about two
About fifty couples on the grand
be taken to his home recently after one 'or the speaker—or for the patient en- niles from Wayne village. He leaves a cafe.
march.
the most astonishing recoveries from in- lurance of the hearers.
vidow.
Merton L. Kimball, of the law firm of
What a variety of gifta been have parjuries in the history of the Portsmouth
Λ. S. Kimball & Son, a Spanish War
cottage hospital. On the afternoon of ( :eled out to the children of men, pretty
MEDICINE THAT IS MEDICINE.
veterau, has secured a U. S. pension.
Sept. 1, Mr. Young who was a carpenter learly as many as there are children.
"I have suffered a good deal with maThe annual fair of the ladies of the
in yards and locks at the navy yard, fell 'Are all apostles? Are all prophets? Are
35 feet in the old Franklin shiphouse and ill teachers? Are all workers of miracles? ' aria and stomach complainte, but I Norway Universalist society will be held
...
struck upon the irregular ways, landing Have all the gift of healinp? Do all ' lave now found a remedy that keeps me at the church vestry Wednesday and
1
is Electric Bitters: Thursday, Dec. 0 and 10. Admission is
Bis
on his left side and back and head.
with tongues? Do all interpret? veil, and that remedy
ipeak
medicine that is medicine for stomach free. The decorations and display will
jaw was fractured, the left arm com- But covet earnestly the best gifts."
and for run down repay any one for a visit.
pletely splintered, three ribs on the left \nd perhaps it wouldn't be a bad Idea to 1 ind liver troubles,
side broken, the left leg broken in two make the most of what one has, little or j londitions," says W. C. Kiestler, of
Electric
Ark.
Bitters purify
lalliday,
places, the kneecap knocked off, the large.
at Norway.
enrich the blood, tone up the The Universalis Fair
Whoever lacks the gift of song might : ind
spine hurt more or less, and the whole
extensive
the
and
and
to
'1
preparations
to
his
by
terves,
Judging
The
blow
impart
vigor
energy
bruised.
» well wait till he joins the immortal
body terribly
Your money will be refunded this will be one of the largest and most
jaw was sufficient to break a dental plate choir and then see.
Trobably he will: ;be weak.
50c at F. A. interesting fairs ever held by this active
in several places, and it was impossible have to receive private instructions be- f it fails to help you.
society. There are thirteen booths and
to tell for several daye whether the skull Fore singing in public.
However we < jhurtleff & Co.'s drug store.
over 150 ladies on the various comhad been fractured. He was strapped to haven't been informed as to that.
No
mittees. It will have the novel designaa board absolutely motionless for six
statement
of
the
B.
the
A
A.
man ever bad a call to preach who
Taking
"The Book Fair," eaoh booth
weeks.
ail road as to shipment of 3,000,000 tion of
hadn't the gift and the preach in him.
the name of some well known
And it seems ".hat Paul had that idea in bushels of potatoes up to Nov. 1, as a beariog
such as "Vanity Fair," "Old Curibis head, or something similar.
MARKED FOR DEATH
basis, it is Êgured that at least one-third book
Miss Pettlooats," etc.
None were ever called to use that )t the Aroostook crop has been market- osity Shop/'
"Tbree years ago I was marked for
The booth in charge of the Philathea
It is estimated that the B. & A.
death. A grave-yard cough was tearing which waa never given bim. Self-esteem id.
class will have an extensive display of
Doctors failed to sometimes leads astray, and we cannot1 will move a total of 10,000,000 bnshels
my lungs to pieces.
dolls, also toys in large variety.
that
we
feel
we
are
season.
fill
the
[hi·
filling.
gap
help me, and hope bad fled, when my
The fair will close Thursday with a
O, yes, it la all right to aim high, but
husband got Dr. King'· New Discovery,"
chicken pie supper at the vestry, after
if
too
follow
It
doea
not
not
that,
high.
A DANGEROUS OPERATION
says Mrs. A. C. Williams, of Bac, Ky.
which there will be a musical entertain"The first dose helped me and improve- yon can paint a barn door, you can paint Is the removal of the appendix by a ment of
high merit at Norway Opera
like
it
look
a
lest
Don't
try
it,
portrait.
until
bad
I
ment kept on
gained 58
turgeon. No one who takes Dr. King's House. Mrs. B. F. Bradbury is the comor some one who never
Robinson
Crusoe
and
health
was
in
j New Life Pills is ever subjected to this mittee on entertainment.
weight
my
pounds
and we will hope, never will be—
(ally restored." This medicine holds waa,
In the concert there will be heard the
[rightful ordeal. They work so quietly
the world's healing record for coughs unless yon have the gift.
I pu don't feel them. They cure consti- best of local talent, with Mr. Karl Tower
John.
and colds and lung and throat diseases.
biliousness
and
headache,
as pianist, Mr. Howard R. Stevens, baripation,
Sold under
It prevents pneumonia.
malaria. 25c at F. A. Shurtleft A Co.'s tone, of Portland, Miss Martha B. Hawes
guarantee at F. A. SburtleS & Oo.'s
THIS IS WORTH READING.
of Portland, contralto, and Mrs. Marble
drug store.
drug store. 50c and 9100. Trial bot!
of Gorham, Ν. H., reader. All of these
Leo F. Zelinski, of 08 Gibson
free.
tle
Evcrjr Woman Will Be Interested.
are more or less known to Norway peo
Buffalo, Ν. Y.. say·- : "I cured the most
There ha· recently been discovered an aroannoying cold sore I ever had, with1 matic.
pie, and the mention of their names is
herb
care
for
woman's
111·, called sufficient to assure people that the conMiss Maude Latham of Farmington, Bucklen's Arnica Salve. I
applied this Motherpleasant
AU8TRALIAN-LKAF.
Is
It
Gray'·
deer
a
in
the
River
Dead
salve once a day for two days, when the only certain regulator. Care· female weak- cert will be high-class and one of the
age 9, who shot
region the other day, is probably the every trace of the sore was gone. Heala nesses and Backache, Kidney, Bladder and Uri- beet given here for some time. The
SO MARKBT
At all Druxglste or by mall 80 cts.
hunter
to
perform all sorea. Sold under guarantee at F. A.1 nary troubles.
also will be within the reach of
youngest young lady
Sample FREE. Address,The Mother Gray Co., prices
that feat thla tall.
Shurtleff Λ Co.'· drug store.
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SHURTLEFF,

MS TRIS c

Open for Business Tuesday,
December ist, 1008.

THE

professional

safety

$100,000.00,

depositors.

WE

Check Books Free to Customers.

Deposit Boxes for Rent.
INSURANCE
Safe

deposited

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,
Pythian

Ν.

Dayton Bolster & Co.
Have

Talmar

j|

a

Full Stock of...

Knitting

Yarn.

All Wool and Cotton Fleeced Underwear for Ladies and Children.

Large Stock of Men's Working

Gloves and Mittens.

ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.

St^

doilies,

worked in colors,

LINEN DOILIES, 12 inch, 15c; 18 inch, 25c; 22 inch,
8c; tooth brush cases, 20c.

large

a

35c;

assortment to

24 inch, 39c. Jewel

cases,

A FINE LINE OF EMBROIDERY COTTON AND SILK TO WORK WITH.

Figured

Huck for towels and tray cloths, very pretty for

embroidery.

Washable Foundation Letters
simply to be attached to the linen or any other material
with embroidery cotton or silk producing the most beauti

The foundations have

and then worked

over

ful raised handwork

stamping

and

Ailing

entirely

embroidery.

The foundations do

Special

for Christmas

Several sizes.

in.

away with the

We have just received
large lot of Ribbons, juet the right time, for fancy
work. These are all silk in all colors and widths at prices much less than regular.
a

Jfmwjmdw
IVorway, Maine.

Ηί η Μι.
Soon there will be

a

rush for

warmer

underwear.

The first cold, sharp day will bring it—and that
It's well to bear
can be expected any day, now.
in mind that here you'll find a selection that will
meet any

man's

fabrics.

We've

of

good

requirements.

We've all kinds

light weights,

too, if you want.

underwear in medium and

lined

weight fleece

winter

Heavy,

brownish

underwear,

heavy weight

Heavy weight

Merilicutt

color,

underwear,
value,

knit

jersey

Men's

extra

Union suits in three grades and

50c

weights

warm

durable

Coopei's jersey
wear

Hoys'

underwear

LUv

pattern...

Boys' heavy weight

φI

QC.

Heece lined under-

wear, neat tan

lined underwear,
and
(£1

Wright's fleece
heavy weight,

at

$1, $1.50 and $2

underwear,
shirts double breasted, 34 <M
φι
to 50 size, for
hair

camel's

Men's

best

$2.50

::

made

ecru

under-

very heavy and the
all wool underwear
wear,

JUL

mixture

made

lleece lined

by

knitting mills, blue and

Wright

white mixture

uUO

Boys' jmey

[ΓΛ.
JUt

knit wool under-

(£l

in two colors,

Γ A

φΐιϋν/

blue and gray

knit union

suits for

Η. Β. FOSTER,
ONE PRICE CLDTHIEK,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

Prices

Reduced

OH

Coats and Suits.
Following the lead of the city

stores

have decided to reduce

we

prices

the greater part of

on

our

coats and thus give you an opportunity to buy a coat cheap early
Come in and see
in the season.
them soon before the assortment
is broken.

Sincerely yours,

S. B. &.L s. prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Sleigh and Team Bells
grades

Shaft chimes all

Body

bells from

from 50

Swedish chimes,
Team hells,

75

JAMES N.
Ol

Main

cents to

$1.50

to

cents to

$2.50.
$3.50.
$3.00.

15 cents to $1.00.

Call and See

My Line of Bells.

FAVOR, 5Ks\HoUUCKÎR

St..

^Torwnr, Malno.

Shoes and Watch for $2.50
If you
or

5

are a

1-2

boy

and

Shoe, you

1-2, 3, 3 i-a, 4, 4 1-2, 5
get both shoes and a watch for

wear a 2

can

$2.50. These shoes are good style, medium weight and
These
serviceable, all right for best or every day.
watches

.both for

N. Dayton Bolster & Co., The
SQUARU,

pieces, plate

PILLOW TOPS and DOILIES to be

South Paris, Maine.

j

center

■elect from, 25c. and 50c.

ist

same crew,

stock of everything that is

To the Embroider

Opening

Mill, with the

Holiday
good. As a
pillow tops, glove·
for

we have Sllkoline id light and dark shades of pretty dea
sign*, 36 inches wide, for 12 l-2c a yard. Figured Sateens, fancy patterns, 17c
59c
China
silk,
12
l-2c.
of
assortment
choice
Figured
pattern*,
yard. Cretonnes,
a yard. Art Denim in pretty designs.

£

at the Old Shurtleff Grain and Feed

a

pretty things

some

For Work and Laundry Bags

PARIS,

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

make up

on

and FANCY BOXES,

W. 0. Frothingham's
Grand.

have

we

always
complete

who

and handkerchief cases, aprons and tray cloths.

iCHX)!X>OOOOO0OOOO0<X^O<83<K»5

—

people

suggestion, stamped linen,

\

RICHARDS,

Gray, Brown, Wine and
Black Gaiters

i"1P[0V®

sight,

—

It's Time to Get Started
Holiday Fancy Work.

are

sold the world

$2.50.

over

for $!.oo.

Remember all sizes from

You get

2 1-2

to 5 1-2.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.,

Opera House Block, Norway, Maine.

THISpublic
IS

have

to

give

that

purchased

notice to the

his

Stopped
Dizziness !

undersigned

the

the

PARIS BAKERY

ThePuzzler

Steep Falls, Me^ July 31, i$o6.

from the estate of Herbert W. H illier and will continus the business

"I have used the true *L. F.' Bitten
for constipation and dizziness and re-

No.

[Positive,

HOMEMAKEBS" COLUMN.
to Ifce ladles
OorreapondeBoe oa topic* of Inter·*
Is solicited. Addre»»: Editor Hommim'

Column, Oxford Democrat, 8onU> Pari», Me.

Novel

319-—Comparisons.
comparative and superla-

and Delicious

Candles.

CARAMELS.

CANDLEFISH.
The Oil Is Used

serve

the

public promptly

fore I used the Bitters.**
F. L. Strout

with

Clean, Fresh, Bakery Food.
And
to

we

shall pay

serving

special

"L. F." Atwood's
suffer the sickattention nesses that come from a deranged system
Stomach, liver and bowels and
blood are kept in a condition of perfect
healthiulness by this useful medicine.

People

Quick Lunches

At All hours of the

They

Day.

use

never

the standard family

are

At your dealers, 3Ro.

We solicit your trade.

remedy.

nan and Wife Wanted.

Fred V. and Kale G. loti.
ioth.

who

Bitters regularly,

Man and wife age between 50 and
Working
60. No small children.

people ;

190S.

housekeeper

neat

woman a

acquires,
spirit. 4. A price, fright, to banquet
!
6. American novelist, a noise, to cook.
& A secret emissary, a pinnacle, seasoned. 7. A tool, white, a multitude.
8. A road, one who ascertains the specific gravity, part of the humau body.
9. A month, an official, thou art permit10. A Confederate general, an
ted.
ancient British king, the smallest part
11.. To Instruct, one who Instructs, a
box for a certain sort of groceries. 12.
A gallant attendant, a domestic animal,
13. Δη Insect a drink, an
to vaunt.
animal. 14. You, a period of time, fermentation. 15. A letter, a wild animal,
Infidel.

an

do her own washing and sewing, and of good kind
disposition. The man to be either
Second Hand $tove«.
mechanic, farmer or laborer, no
I have more than a dozen second
wanted and
rummy or swearing man
hand stoves and heaters of all kinds tobacco using is not agreeable. The
! right parties can find an opportunity
for sale cheap.
worth looking for, a Good Home
A. D. PARK.
.Free by writing to box 205 D.,
43tf
South Paris, Maine.
South Paris,

Aug.

and

that

one

No. 320.—Substitution Puzxl·.

can

syrup,
As soon as the sugar becomes
add a cupful of rich cream or milk and
disall
is
the
until
stir constantly
sngar
solved. Add next a cupful of granulated and of light-brown augar and boil
steadily until the mixture forms a soft
ball when tested in cold water. Take
from the fire, add a oupful of coarsely
chopped nut meats and stir to a creamy
coDsistency. Pour into a shallow pan
a

with

lined

paraffine

smoothly about half

CHOCOLATE

Purchase a pound of gumdropa and
give them a coat of chocolate. To eveiy
ounce of unsweetened chocolate, melted,

tablespoons of milk, one or two
tablespoons of sugar and a bit of butter.
Stir over the fire until smooth and, while
it is warm, dip the drops into it with a
fork and place ou a buttered plate. If
tbe chocolate becomes too stiff, thin
cautiously with sugar syrup. The choc-

olate entirely changes the character of
the gumdrops, greatly improving their

flavor.

ple:

Optioian.

Opp.

taiim

service.

47-S

Houao.

Tula noble knight has chosen a very
peculiar motto. You will have to
chauge one letter to know what word
was Intended.

Yorkshire boar for
Citizens' telephone.
hand.
F. R. VVITHAM,
4. in

Thoroughbred

Confectioner. Norway. Me.

.£=a

No. 321.—Concealed Word Square.
1. The burglar politely lifted bis hat
as he sprang over the fence.
2. Which would you rather have in
live wasp, a dead
your pocket—a
spider or three bees?
3. Paula traveled from Italy to Belglum with a Venetian picture in her

For Service.

J. H. PletoHer,

South Paris.

louged for the
London atmosphere, dense with fog
and smoke, and lu London pined for a
New York he

eight of the Goddess of Liberty.
5. During the winter I whs in Dresden 1 walked to Melsen, several miles
away, to see the old cathedral.
No. 322.—The Bible Say·.

When the

mercury

just can't keep

you

knd

it

wonderfully

convenient to use a

light—carry

coasiori at one filling oi
brass (ont Finished in
nickel and japan. Every

^4>lamp

with ta flood ol (ted?,
brilliant kjKt to ideal 1er
the long winter rrtmnqt
tmi of mw by rt—won't tin your eye» latest unproved control
droll burn* Modo ai toaao. nickel plated. Every lamp worrar d.
II your duior cannot tupply the Rayo Lamp or PoHocbon 'd
Hooter. write our noaraot ageney tor ο deoertpbve circular.
OIL COMPANY
(iKorforktM)

STANDARD

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

GOOD

No. 323.—Charade.
If this debutante so charming
Knows (J£K TWO.
Heap upon lier love and honor,
'Tls her due.

sec. Mho's not
In those arts.

For, you

a

TOTAL

Eyes shy glancing, smiles entrancing,
That win hearts.

No. 324.—Metagram.
Add a letter to u girl's uame and get
Put a head on it and
a man's uurne.
get a title. Drop two letters and gel
Insane.
Change the head and find a
boy. Again aud find wicked, ilehcad
hud curtail aud you have an indefinite

newspaper for busy people, almost aft
aad your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not article.
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very email cost.
Key to the Puzzler.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
No. 312.—A Kiddle: Cubbage.
it
with
secure
can
is
TRIBUNE
per year, butyou
only
Girls' Names: Christine,
No. 313.
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat, Miriam,
France·,
Louisa,
Edltba,
Kara h.
No. 314.—Hidden Animal: Objects—
Kagle. lyre, egg, puppy, baud, album,

metropolitan
good as a daily,
it* a

AS
A

DAILY

—

M Pws One Year tor $2.25.

NEWS-

baught, telephone—e-1-e-p-h-a-n-L
No. 315.—Drop Vowel Verse:
The °x,ord Democrat, îleep moving, 'tis wiser than sitting aside;

PAPER.

VOkVtw.WEEKLY 'tribune

bnng

you a free

Pianos

sample copy

J""E

NEW'
New-*<»* City, will

Never, oh, never say fail:
dreaming and singing and waiting
the tide:
Never, oh, never aay fail
Hidden
310.
No.
Weights: Ton,

And

—

Organs.

s

Large Stock of

*

I'RALINES.

Boil until you can make it a soft ball in
Then take from the fire, add a
cupful of chopped English walnuts,
pecans or almonds, and stir until it begins to stiffen. Pour into a buttered
pan, and with a teaspoon mold into email
pyramids. Cap each with half a nut.
water.

remedy:

be.

heater warranted.

AS

NUT

Three cupfuls of brown sugar, one
cupful of milk, butter size of a walnut.

neath their coat sleeves.
Λ pair of stockings cut open, trimmed
off into even double squares, and the
two pieces joiued to make one large
square, will answer very nicely for an
every day ncck muffler. If lost or mislaid, it will not be regarded as a calamity
such as losing a silk neckkercbief would

with Smok«l«u D«vtec)

cozy

ALMOST

sugar, one
piece of
butter size of a walnut. Melt the sugar
and the butter and stir in tbe nuts. Pour
into a buttered tin.
a

being clumsy.
If your girls suffer with cold arms, put
feetless stockings on their arme, under-

room.

The

BRITTLE.

Cut the feet off a pair of old stockings,
and after the boots are on, pull one of
these stockings over each of them. Tbe
ankle end will usually fit snugly over
tbe boot half way to tbe knee. Pin tbe
other eud as far up <>n the trousers as it
This will effectively
can be made to go.
keep out all snow and much water, and
will be found to be comfortable without

it about—heat any cold
Turn the wick high or low—no
danger—no smoke—no smell Easily cared
(or and gives nine hours ol

It's very

ALMOND

cupful of granulated
cupful of chopped almonds,
One

a

out

PERFECTION
Oil Heater
«Equipped

SQUARES.
Butter tbe inside of a saucepan; put
in half a cupful of milk, one cupful of
shredded cocoanut and two cupfuls of
Cook about five minutes, or
sugar.
until the mixture forms a soft ball when
tested in cold water; then take from the
Are, stand in a pan of cold water, add
vanilla flavor and stir briskly until
creamy. Pour into a buttered pan and
mark into squares while still warm.
COCOANUT

Use for Old Stockings.
Do the mothers of small boys find,
when their sons put on rubber boots in
enow time, that they are bothered by the
snow falling inside, melting and wetting
their feet? If they do let me recommend

of sight and
the house warm, you'll

drops

straw color; add a small bit of
cream of tartar and remove from the
fire. Spread one cupful of chopped figs
in a buttered pan and pour tbe boiling
syrup gently over them. When nearly
cold mark off into squares. Dates may
be used in place of the figs.

Organs.

New Pianos and

ounce, grain, pound.
No. 317.—Hidden Word Square:
ATOM
Τ Α Ρ Κ
OPAL
M

R L Τ

No. 318.—Firefly.
MRS. MeRANEY'S EXPERIENCE.

When your ehort-frocked
daughter
(eels the Deed of extra warmth over her
lege, let her wear a pair of footless
stockings under her others. Until you
have tried this you will not realize the
warmth this means to one's nether limbs.
Woolen stockings make a good interlining for the thin coat which must
be made to do duty in winter.
Stockings can be cut round and round,
into long stripe, and then woven as rag
carpet, or knit on rug needles into bath
firstmake
also
They
rugs.
class dusters for etairs or banisters, as
they take up and hold the dust so well.
Last, but not least, though let it be
only spoken of with bated breath, when
one has dressed a boy up in his Sunday
best, all ready to go out visiting with
you—his shoes neatly blackened and
laced—and then when he falls down at
the last moment and make· the inevitable hole in his knee, two inches of old
stocking cut off and slipped under the
"holey place1' will effectively conceal the
damage just made. It is not as neat as
taking off the shoe and stocking and
mending the latter, and certainly circlets
of old stockings can never replace the
family mending bag, but it is better in
an emergency, to my way of thinking,
than to shoe blacken the skin under the
bole, which, to I bave been informed, la
the quickest "first aid to the injured

stocking knees." Such a scheme, while
unique, has its disadvantages.—McCall's.

Keep
anything

In

give us

in our lines

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

a

you like most about school?
Little Man—The days when there ain't

call.

none.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Hoaae Paints,

B*ra Paints.
Roof Paints,

Wagon Paints,

Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Liquid Filler,

Our paints include Impervious, Heath A

Paroid

Hoofing—The best

Linseed Oil,
Varnishes,

Floor Paints,

of all

roofings.

Milligan,

Tnrpentine,

Brushes.

and Sherwin-Williams.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

All the good qualities of Ely'· Cream
Balm, solid, are found in Liquid Cream
Balm, which '· intended for use in

atomizers. Th.it it is a wonderful remedy for Nasal Catarrh is proved by an
ever-increasing mass of testimony. It
does not dry out nor rasp the tender airpassage·. It allays the inflammation
and goes straight to the root of the
disease. Obstinate old cases have yielded in a few weeks. All druggists, 75c.,
Irclnding spraying tube, or mailed by
Ely Broe 56 Warren Street, New York.

try imitations.
Bronson—What makes you think that
kind that lasts. Dense ia weak-minded?
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The
Woodson—Whenever he goes to a ball
in.
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened
game he is always perfectly satisfied
Ac.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges,
with the umpire's decision.
Wheelbarrows—We have a few tint class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
GUILTY OF COUNTERFEITING.
sell "Colombia Ignition Batteries" the
Telephones and Electrical Supplie·-We
Passing counterfeit money la no worse
beat for automobiles and telephones.
than substituting some unknown worthies· remedy for Foley'· Honey and Tar,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

the great oough and cold remedy, for
that cure· the most obstinate coughs end
heels the longs. F. ▲. Shurtlsff à Co.

Alaskan natives for that pur

Indians claim that candleflsb
possess valuable medicinal qualities,
and caudlefish oil Is used by them as α
universal cure for consumption. Hundreds of pounds of these tlsh are burled
and left In tbe ground until they begin
to decompose; then they are removed
and dumped Into a wooden receptacle,
a hollowed out log, or. more often, a
dugout canoe that has passed its usefulness as a craft Water Is then added and the putrid mass Is brought to a
boiling point and kept simmering by
plunging Into it bowlders that have
been heated. The oil Is thus gradually tried out, and after It has gathered
on the surface, thick and clear, It Is
drawn off and placed in large wooden
receptacles. A consumptive patient is
liberally dosed with this oil He drinks
it by the pint and is bathed in It several times a day. To meet one of these
dirty, sickly, greasy Indians Is one of

An Odd Looking [BWs HVeei
T@ (Ca&dfc Mb.
Chinese Dim
Koij la the Chinese word for drum, of
which many kinds are used la China.
Japuu and Burma. Eusteru drums differ from those of EurojHi iu bavin?
their heads nailed on. net kept movable, as oura are for tuning purposes.
The body Is usually made of sandalwood, cedar or mulberry wood or else
of baked clay.
They are used for many purposes—
on atate occasions, to tell the hour dur

as a

perfectly

bing promptly attended
charge for team.
Xj. "ΛΛώ

Pie With Knives.
Joh.i Adams.
Thomas Jefferson. James Madison nnd
James Monroe, the first live presiIt
dents. each ate pie with his knife

Washington,

was not until John Qulncy Adams entered the White House that 1 lie snbsti
tution of the fork for tbe knife seems
to have occurred to any citizen of
"He contracted the habit
America.
while iu France." said Mrs. Adams iu
an apologetic tone to some of lier
guests, "and he finds It difficult to

break himself of It since we returned
borne." So the first great general of
the American army, the sturdy patriot
of Massachusetts, tbe author of the
Declaration of Independence, the chief
advocate of the federal constitution
nnd the originator of the Monroe doc-

trine, nil ate pie with tbe kuife.—Utka

Observer.

A Doctor's Disadvantage.
"In out· way." said η collector, "it Is
easier to cet money from a ilot-tor than
anybody else wbo Is slow pay. It is
more difficult for him to swear that he
hasn't been able to make auj collections himself since the first of the year.
A doctor's reception room is opeu to all
possible patients. A collector with a
grain of Ingenuity can find a way to

worm out of the meu on the waiting
list some Information as to the terms
of paymeut. After an Interview with
three or four jiersons who have paid
spot cash for treatment and who have
told the collector they paid it takes a
mighty nerve on the part of the doctor
to insist that be hasn't a dollar to his
name."—New York Times.

Lots of Places.
"What's the matter?" asked the po"Haven't yon
liceraau of the tramp.
uny place to go?"
"Any place ter go!" was the contemptuous reply. "I've got the whole
United States I a* fore me. I've got so
many places ter go dat It's worryln'
me dizzy makln' up me mind which

one ounce.

One cupful of cleaned and dried
lish cnnants, six ounces.
One cupful of breadcrumbs,

ounces.

skimmings of

etc., should be

Hewitt—"I

have

been

two

fat from off soups,
saved for frying pur-

money

pinched

for

have different
wife kisses me

A PERSONAL APPEAL.
If we could talk to you personally
about the great merit of Foley's Honey
and Tar, for coughs, oolds and lung
trouble, you never could be induced to
experiment with unknown preparations
that may contain some harmful drugs.
Foley's Honey and Tar costs you no
more and has a record of forty years of
cure·. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

poses.
When making jam tarts, brash the
paste that will be under the jam with
beaten white of an egg and it will prevent it from getting sodden.
Barber—You and your brother are
A towel, folded several time· and
men I often wonder why
dipped in hot water and quickly wrong suob young
out and applied over the toothache or you're so bald.
Toung Man—If you'll promise not to
neuralgia, will generally afford prompt
■ay anything about it I'll tell you.
relief.
Barber—I won't say a word I
Apply glyoerine to a scald direotly the
Toung Man (whispering)—Our hair
accident happens, and cover it op with
strips of rag soaked in glycerine. If the fell out!
glycerine is not at hand, apply salad oil
More people are taking Foley's Kidney
in the same way.
Spots of cream always spoil the ap- Remedy every year. It is considered to
be
the most effective remedy for kidney
pearance of a table cloth, without actually warranting Its dispatch to the laundry. and bladder troubles that medical
Foley'· Kidney
If the spots are lightly touched with solence oan devise.
household ammonia and the stained por- Remedy oorrects irregularities, builds qp
tion of the oloth ironed over a piece of worn out tissues and restores lost vitaliIt will make you feel well and
olean white blotting paper, all traces of ty.
look wall. V. A. ihurtleff à Co.
the grsase should vanish.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L, M. TUFTS,

THE Κ

or, OB DliUM.

BIliD'S NECK.

its

as

well

to scare m way

us

Timekeepers.

have made up my mind that If I cannot do some hi; ger work I'll not do
..It

*·

master uses more than yourself. You forget. iuy dear little Gimlet,
that many of the tools you envy so
may Cud their work doue by others.
The Saw v. ill bring down the oak almost as well as the Ax, and the Adz
If you ufc It carefully, would do the
work of the Plane pretty well, and even
the Knife, though he Is sometimes despised Itecause he Is so cheap, yet does
quite as well as the Chisel for carving. But no tool in the cheet can do
your work except yourself, for you
know that even your cousin, the Auger. Is useless for your tasks, as neither Nail nor Screw will hold after he
has made a hole. So, Friend Qlmlet.
irrumble no more, but t>e content aud
do your useful work as well as you
can. for it Is to you that our master
trusts for making his joints hold without splitting nud for all his work being

Letter Riddles.
Why Is Β like hot fire? Because it
taakeb oil boll.
Why Is C like a schoolmistress? Because it mabes lasses Into classes.
Why Is D like a crying child? Because it makes ma mad.
Why is L like giving a sweetheart
îway? Because It makes over a lover.
Why le I rather Impertinent? Because It Is always Inquisitive.
Why Is S like a smart repartee? Because It begins and ends In sauclnese.
When was Β the first letter of the
alphabet? Is the day· of No ▲ (Noah).

itf

S. RiotLarde.

15

expert Watch-

ye?rs

with
Kennard it Co
maker

Bigelow.

,

Boston.

All Work
Ouaranteed.
A lit'le out of the way
but it pays to walk.

OEMS,

Parmenter, Norway, Maine.

With Dr.

NOTICK».
To all person· Interested In either of the Rotates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Pari·, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Nov., In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and eight.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ohdkkku :
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
terested, by causing a copy of thla order to be
published three weeks successively in the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, tnat they may appear at a
Γ ltO BAT Κ

therein named.

the surface uud lifts It from
the water, with the tisli lu Its bill.
Theu he chokes It off Just as the Jap

fisherman does.
If u cormorant gets hold of a healthy,
good sized eel, then comes fuu. The
greedy bird tries to swallow the eel
at u gulp, as It does a Ush. while the
eel squirms and twists forty ways for
has
Sunday. Sometimes after the
got the eel quite out of sight down its
throat the snakelike creature Is able to
wriggle out again. Then if other cormorants are around there they, too,
make a grab for the «scaping eel, and
all get mixed up together, and the
squabble is a sight to behokl. It would

bl^

make au owl laugh.

The Venturesome Frog.

Dr. Austin Tenney,
oculist,
Will be at his Norway office over C.
F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,
Nov.

Friday,

20th,

The ONLY Agricultural
AKD

ADMITTEDLY

1831

NEWSpaper,

TH*

Leading Agricflltml Joaraal of tie Worli
Every department written by specialists, the
hlgheat authorities iu tbeir respective line·.
No other paper prctenda to compare with it
qualifications of editorial staff.
agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by other*.
In

Gives the

INDISPENSABLE TO

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
W1I0 WISH TO

KEEP VP wrrn THE TMB1.
SImfl· Sabseriptlo·, $1.S0;
Two Subscriptions, |2.G0;
Five Subscription·, $6.60.
INDUCEMENTS to BAISEBS OF LABUEB CLUBS.

SPECIAL

Four Months' Trial

Trip ΰΟ cents.

SPECIMEN COPIES

It will pay anycountry life to
publishers :

will be mailed free on request.
body interested in any way in

■end for them.

Address

the

LUTHER TUCKER L· SON,

Albany, Ν. T.
ΜΓ Subscription- taken e.t tlus uflloe.

ON

—

Carpets
patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridion,
MAINE.

Condensed Statement of th«

Lovell Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,
of

Lovell, Maine.

ASSETS

DEC.
Caah In office and hank
Aaaeaamente unpaid
All other aaeeta

fright?

The following I» the shortest sentence containing all the letters of the

alphabet:

"Pack my box with fir· dozen liquor

h»·*"

Lewiston,

31, 1907.

Groaa caah aaeeta
LIABILITIES DEC.
Loaaea unpaid,
Total Uablllilea,
Net ca»h aotet»
Premium note*
to
Deduct all aaaearmenta and

auijcct

Balance doe

$

· 17 fa

$ 17 86
78 40

aeee*kmeni~...$l,810 80

paymenta,.. I,ft33 93

premium note·
$3,276 87
Ε. T. STEARNS, Secretary.

on

■ÛBff· Early Riser·
IfcalaimBlllH·»!

W.

Haine.

CHAJVDLEIt,

Sumner,

....

Bankrupt's

Petition for
)

In the matter of
ΙΚΛ O. BROWN,

J

Bankrupt. J

Μ*1εβ.

Uncharge.
In

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DU
trict Court of the Unite·! State» for the IMitrM
■

TRA 0. BROWS, of Rum ford, In the Co.
1 tv of Oxfonl, and State of Mali.·.
In said District, reepectfullv represents t>»t
on the 18th <lajr of November, 1W>7, he was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Art» of
Congreee relating to Bankruptcy; that he hat
duly surrendered all-hla property and rltcbta
of pro|terty, and ha» fully compiled with all the
requirement* of said Arte and of the onlera of
Court touching hi· bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against Ills estate under said
Bankruptcy Acta, except such debts as in
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 19th day of September, A. D. I!»"
IRA O. BROWN, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF

NOTICE THEREOF.

District OK MAINE, ss.
On this Uth day of Nov., A. D. 190W, on re· !
Ing the foregoing petition. It laOrdered by the Court, That a hearing 1* h.%
I».
upon the same on the 4th day of Dec l A DU
1'juK, before said Court at Portland, In nai
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; anil that
tlce thereof be published In the Oxford Denw
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, su 1
that all known creditors, and other person* la
Interest, may appear at the said time and pis. e,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
I
prayer of said petitioner should not be grai .te·
And It Is further ordered by the Court, Τ hat
the Clerk shall send by mall to all knowr. < π
Hors copie· of said petition and this order, a t
dressed to them at their place· of resident ss
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Juige
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
s
»
land, In aal<1 District, on the 14th lay of
A. D. 1KM.
JAMES E. HEWKY, Clerk
[L. ».]
A true copy of petition and or<ler thereon
Attest: JAMES E. HEWKY. Clerk.
PROBATE NOTICE*.
To all persons Interested In cither of the estates

hereinafter named :
î, in
At a Probate Court, held at Kumf
and for the County of Oxford, on the
Tuesday of No*., In the year of our Lord one
*
The f
thousand nine hundred ami eight.
lng matter having been presented for the ariion
Is
It
hrrei»y
hereinafter
indicate·),
thereupon
Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all person* 1°
tereated by causing a copy of this order t- '*
"x
published three aweeks successive!* In attheHouth
ford Democrat, newspaper published
a
si
Parla, In said County, that they may appear
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
the
>
of
at
thlnl Tueaday of Dec., A. D. 1Λ)Η,
and be heard thereon If
clock in the

forenoon,
they see cause.
John O. Robinson, late of Carton, '■«
f
ceased ; will and |>etltlon for probate there·
by Mary Λ. Robinson, the CXCt itn«

Étresentcd
herein named.

ADDISON E. DERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest ;
A I.BERT D. PARK. Register.

NOTICE OF FORECLONl RK.
WHEREAS Mount Pleasant Hotel Company,
by Its mortgage deed, dated the twenty-third day
or May, A. D. ISO.·, and recorded In 0*f 'J
··
Western District Registry of Deed·, N- k
8101, conveyed to me. the undersign* i, »
bull
lot or parcel of land, with the
of
thereon, situated In Denmark In the c mntj
Oxfonl, In said State, and on Pleasant M unuln,
and bounded as follows, to wit
Commencing at the southerly end of Urern
Pinnacle, so c-il'ed, at a point marked H II II u>
In the ledge), run north about eighty-one -fegrtes
east by land formerly owned by Henry Warren
fifty roils, more or leas, to a red oak tree,s tf.rn.-e
northerly forty-six roils, more or less, to white
birch tree near the spring; thenre north *!>out
or
seventy-nine degrees west sixty rod·, more
le··, to land and line of land formerly, If n«l
thence
and
McKenney.
Harnden
owned
now,
by
:inr to
southerly by said last-named land sudW»rret;
line of land formerly owne by Henry
to the
line
name)
thence easterly l>v said list
flrst named point.—containing twenty ai res,
sad
title
full
the
or
more
right,
les·;—with
l>rl*llegc of cutting, taking away and using
herafrom time to time and at all times fori ver
sfter from all the land on said Pleasant Mountain
the
which was owned by Caleb Warren on
»ueB
twenty-fifth day of November, A. D. 1-7-. fur
an amount of wood a* sb ill be necessary
uae In any an<l all buildings for public ai-comaodation which said grantee, his heirs or ••sign··
the
»hall erect orciu e to be erected on or st
foot of aald mountain, but reserving an I exceptwas on said
that
timber
hemlock
all
the
ing
The sbove
premise· Novemlier JSth, A. D. lfC·.'. that were
leacrlbed premises are the as me
and
Walker
said
aald
Company by
conveyed to
'!**··
L'barle· A. Scrlbner by their warranty
and reconled id
dated
4, A. D.

1900,

September

28 2S
19 67
fiO 00
96 96

31, 1W7.

f.
Weat

of Maine

ESTABLISHED

NORWAY,

a

M'f'g Co.,

Planing, Sawing

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

give you

Willard

Also Window A Door Frames,

to close out odd

you.
Oh. wouldn't It

in the
our goods
of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will be pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.
towns

Builders' Finish!

Wool

Bui hero you see that frcggle was wrong
And mother, as usual, right.
It this sort of thing were to happen to

sell

to

Laaanna %V. Hubbard, lite of Hiram,
ceased; Urst and private accounts presented fori
Κ. W. < ΙΙΛ\Ι>Μ Ι{,
allowance by John H. Pike, executor.
Robert P. Llttlchale of Paris, a n<lnor; I
first account presented for alluwance by Joseph
F. I.lttlehale, guardian.
Ella* A. HUtrblrd, late of Norway, deceased; second account presented for allowance I
I win fualek DOOM and WINDOWS of any
by Fred H. Stevens, trustee.
Site or 8tyle at r*a*onable prlcc
!
deceased
of
;
Paris,
Ilorac· X. Bolster, late
second account presented for allowance by
James S. Wright, administrator.
William King Moody, late of Roston,
IMn want or any kind or Klnleh for liifl :«
Massachusetts, deceased; copy of will and |>ett·
send In your orler*. Pine I.um
tlon for probate thereof prevented by Km ma Outside work,
ber and Shingle* on band Cheap for Ca»b
Moody Kn iuff, the executrix therein named.
ADDISON E. DERRICK,Judgeof said Court. I
and Job Work.
A true copy—Attest:
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
Matohcd Pine Shcatbln* fur Salt

—

With his feet up In the air.

W. WALKER & SON

A.

de·

A LOW PRICE

"It's dangerous froggle," his mother said.
But froggle didn't care.
He tilted a little farther back.

No farmer should be withWe have arranged with

John Austin, late of Rumford, deceased:!
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by Susan Austin, the executrix therein named.

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

coûtes to

Strainer

and

out one.

Probate Court to be held at said Paris on
the third Tuesday of Dec., A. D. 1908, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and tx aeard thereon If they see cause.

Dorothy C. F. Hamblen, late of Lovell,
deceased: will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Cyrus K. Chapman, the executor

Dairy

Is one of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY.

THE

ZXXOXJlBU, TRAINED FISHKKUAN.
backward wllli a pole. Wheu lie cornea
to the right spot be semis the birds
into the water, holding ou to their ueck
airings. Wheu oue of them dives for α
flail Mr. Chluauiuii shoves u long bamboo pole softly under Its body aa it

The

Filter

At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.

way In which the eyee accommodate
themselves for the momeut to one pattern or to the other. If you do not see
this at first, look steadily for awhile
at the pattern you desire.

shower of rain does the grass more
good and makes It look fresher and
brighter than a dozen sprinklings do.
The editor wonders if they could tell
why this Is so. The reason Is that as
rain falls from a great height through
the air It brings with It a good deal of
carbonic acid, of nitrogenous particles
and of other things that are nutritious
to grass and plants, all of which It
washes oat of the atmosphere as It
falls. The shower give? the grass food
and health and strength as well as a
wetting.—Chicago News.

ι

Eyes examined free and all Glasses
warranted satisfactory.

our

kling pot In summer, and It Is likely
that they have noticed that one good

them.

see

10 Λ M. to 4 P. N.

0:if pi Lcil the loti·; mise of the IIa:n
met·. "What la that you Kay. you silly
little Chalet? You think your work 1<
not v.jrth doing. Iiut you fnrgot that
there Is Kca;vely a tool In tlie basket

which

Winders.

Winders and Stem

to

ΓΗΕ

.·»

SOUTH PARIS.

not

evil spirInvite visits f:-<m water, so It canuot get away.
In the picture you tee Hikomaru, a
good spirits and to play the "aniens'
at the end of verses In the Confucian Japanese fishing cormorant, ten years
sen-Ices. Tiny drums ure also carried old. lie Is a fine, intelligent bird.
The fishing cormorants ure taken
by peddlers when hawking theli
u|k>ii the water at night between 8 nn.l
wares. Etiquette Insists that 011 unj
out
occasion when the emiwror Is pre.-enf 11 o'clock. Japuncse fishermen go
and
all drums must he mutlied by ΙχΊημ in a boat containing four men
twelve cormorants. Each man has his
rolled In folds of cloth.
partlculur duties. The birds are kept
In α basket cage till It is time for them
A Doy'e Com;>o.itisn.
A man In the bow of
to begin work.
(ilrls Is sisters < f 1m:; ; and hns !··:>
of
hnre and wares dresse. First ; Ι.·Ι wr.; the boat has for his task the care
the long strings by which the birds are
called Christmas Eve. ihoi:j.h 1 r<>\
held, lie holds all twelve of the cord.·*
er could toll why. Mo-l ov?ry f;t:a 1.
In one huml. When the bout has rea"lihas one girl, and seme of 'em tin·.: i
are plentiful the
In hard luck has two or three. \\\ ed a place where fish
the water.
bave a girl In ouni who Is my filler cormorants are put into
till they find a fish,
Fat girls wnnt to Iv t!:ln. and tîsirt They swim around
dive for It. Instantly when a vorgirls want to be fat. Why gl:!;· ν ;· then
fish it is drawn into the
made nobody nos. but I think It were mo rant has u
one of the men gives its
to go to church and eat Ice cream. bout, and
whi h makes
There Is two kinds of κϊγϊ>. hrr.no. throat α slight squeeze,
the prey, and there you are!
girls and hloml girls. (îirls aro afraid it disgorge
to get another.
of mise aiul hugs, which makes It fuu Then back it goes
There are always plenty of sui.iil tisii
to put 'enj down their ba!:s.
for the birds to swallow, so that they
do not Ijecome discouraged in their
DISCONTENTED GIMLET. pursuit of game and refuse to work.
It costs Japanese fishermen very litHow a Discontented Tocl Was Made to
tle for shoos, a:t they mostly work bareCease Complaining.
foot; so do Chh.ese tshermea. Uut the
Once upon a time a Gimlet In a carJapanese makes for himself a sort of
was
In
a
hud
basket
temper struw skirt in order that the splashpenter's
nnd liegau to talk like this: "I am sick
ing of the wet birds against him will
jf this life. 1 get no chance at all. All not soak him to the skin. You see cue
lie other tools Iu the basket have fine of these straw raincoats in the picture
work to do except myself. There Is the iu which the men are
tying up the corΛχ that hews the trees of the forest; morant's neck.
there Is the Plane that smooths the
The Chinaman's way of cormorant
tables of princes; there is the Chisel fishing seems hardly so ko iable us that
lliHt carves the cornices of palaces. of the Jap. The Chinaman goes out by
Hut poor little me! I am -elways fret- himself, a loue fisherman, upon a bamting and lidgetlug. l>orlug one little boo raft. He perches the cormorants
hole afttr another, and wheuever I in u row upon the raft, then stands up
hive made one a great Nail come? and pushes the light craft forward or
rushing In and takes all the credit, as
1
If he had made the hole for himself.
I am really very bad!/ treated, and I

ing the night.

Nichols St..

Bargains.

to choke or strangle
A cord Is first tied
the cormorant.
loosely around Its neck, then pulled
under and about one wing and across
its breast and up over the other wing,
then drawn around to the bird's back,
Thus no large flsh
where It is tied.
can slip past that cord down the «-orA long cord is atmorant's throat.
tached to the one around the bird's
neck, and the fisherman holds this in
his hand while the cor mora η t is in the
so us

Foley's Orino Laxative cures chronic
constipation and stimulates the liver.
The Value of a Shower,
Orino regulates the bowels so tbey will
Many boys arc in the habit, uu
act naturally and yon do not have to
F. A. doubt, of sprinkling the gruss In their
take purgatives continuously.
Shurtleff à Co.
yards with either the hose or a sprin-

lately."
Jewett—1"Well, women
of
ways
getting it My
Eng- when she wants any."

Hints.

The

Ladj—Too look robust. Are yon
equal to the taask ef swing wood?
Tramp—Equal isn't the word, mum.
I'm superior to it. Good morning.

in Crayon, Water color,

Maine.

Fine

fully,

Grade Portrait Work

Zjongley,

Watch

TYJJiU THi: riSHKB

myth.

High

No

to.

Norway,

Key

Mouldings ifi

&

lor nearly CO rear· has been the old
•tand-by in thousands ol homes. It cures
Coativeness. Feverishness. lndi£estion
and Headaches. Pleasant «ο lake. As a
Worm Ext>eller there is none better. Used
Sold
physicians.
and endowed by
everywhere.
Mmtt
91JOO.
15e., 80c^
OIL J. r. TRUE ». CO. Auburn, N«.

Please call and

The truth was: Preoccupied, he had
gone home from the office at tbe usual
time and found the bouse locked, much
Where In the mischief
to his surprise.
wen» his wife and children? he wondered. Why didn't they tell him they
were going away? He went nil around
the house and tried the doors, but they
Then he found a piece
were locked.
of Iron In the back yard and broke open
He crowda window and crowded In
ed out through the window for the
evening paper and crowded back. He
read the paper, and still the wife and
children didn't return.
At <>.·03 o'clock he remeiii tiered the
dinner engagement While he dres.-ed
and rode twenty blocks the truest*
Hut others have uiade tbe
waited.
same blunder.—Kansas City Star

George

TRUE'S
ELIXIR

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. Job-

THE TARDY GUEST.

was a

Mats, Mirrors

the ailmentrvo common
to childhood.

A new Lot

strong man.

H« Didn't Tell His Hostess the Truth
About the Delay.
Dinner had been ready and watting
twenty minutes. The wife of the tardy
guest was very much embarrassed.
Just to think that her husband was so
rude ns to lie lato at a dinner engagement and keep all the guests waiting!
After awhile the belated one arrived!
red faced and perspiring.
"So sorry to keep you waiting," he
said. "Rut I was detaiued at the office with an out of town customer,
.lust couldn't get away."
The excuse sounded all right and
was accepted by the hostess, but ft

and Pictures,

on H* tarty
health. The "stitch In
time" it a bottle of
TmV* Ufadr. It'· β
tome that enriches the
blood, assists digestion
and prevent· man; of

depend·

Trade Mark

This· has to be done very care-

tbe most repulsive sights Imaginable
Nevertheless persons in a position to
know say that after several weeks of
this treatment a native who once seemed to be In the last stages of the disease becomes as robust and looks as

healthy

Picture Frames

1

Tbm chart

M■

The Japanese and Chinese have Ingenious ways of catching fish that we
never dreamed of in this country.
Both the Jnpanese and Chinese fishermen employ the cormorant to do
their work for them. This bird is very
voracious, just swallowing fish whole,
It does not need,
one after auother.
therefore, to be taught to catch them.
It takes to that naturally. One thing,
however, the bird has to be trained to,
an4 that is not to swallow the fish
The safe
after it bus been caught.
way is to tie the cormorant's throat so
It cannot swallow any but the smallest
fish.

—

W. T. Wlieeler,

When in want of

th·

Equivalents.
way ter start."
neat and solid."
Sixty drops equal one teaspoonful.
Three teaspoonfuls equal one tableMisdirected Charity.
spoonful.
The Shifting Brick.
Four tablespoonfals equal a quarter of
A very curious and Interesting form
She—Papa has given $.">υ.υθυ to esa cupful, or half a gill.
Wasn't of optical Ulustou is well illustrated
tablish a home for old men
Eight rounded tablespoons of dry ma- that awfully good of him? He-Yes.
by what may be called "the shifting
terial equal one cupful.
been a whole lot brick."
Sixteen tablespoonfuls of liquid equal Hut It would have
better if he'd given half that sum to
The central brick, drawn to show all
one capful.
One cupful of liquid equals two gills, •stahlish a home for you and a certain Its edges, as though It were made of
or half a pint.
touug man I could uame.— Exchange
One heaping tablespoonfal of sugar
equals one ounoe.
He thnt will not be counseled cannot
One heaping tablespoonful of butter
German Proverb.
he helped
equals two ounces.
One capful of butter or sugar equals
half a pound.
Hoarse coughs and stuffy colds that
Two cupfuls of Hour equal half a rosy develop into pneumonia over night
are quickly onred by Foley's Honey and
pound.
the form Indicated
One heaping tablespoonful of powder- Tar, as it soothes inflamed membranes, fclass, will assume
ed sugar, one ounce.
heals the longs, and expels the cold from by one or other of the smaller bricks
at Its right and left, according to the
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Two rounded tablespoonfuls of flour, the system.

Five medium-sized
nutmegs, one
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Mr·. M. McRaney, Prentiss, Mies., ounce.
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175. write·: "1 was confined to my bed for
Two rounded tablespoonfuls of ground
to buy for New Year's present.
months with kidney and bladder spice, one ounce.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and three
One quart of sifted pastry flour, one
trouble, and was treated by two physiis
Here
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
cians but failed to get relief. No human pound.
One pint of granulated sngar, one
tongue can tell how I suffered, and I bad
a good trade in musical instruments.
given up hope of ever getting well until pound.
One pint of butter, one pound.
I began taking Foley's Kidney Remedy.
One pint of ordinary liquid, one pound.
After taking two bottles 1 felt like a new
it
to
tell
sufferOne solid pint of chopped meat, one
and
feel
my duty
person,
Billings Block,
ing women what Foley's Kidney Remedy pound.
One cupful of rice, half a pound.
did for me." F. A. Sburtleff A Co.
Maine.
util Pari·.
One oupful of Indian meal, six ounces.
One cupful of stemmed raisins, six
Elderly Gentleman—Ah, my little
MIND! man. Ooing to school, eh? And what do ounces.

PLEASE

by

Tbe

pale

NORWAY, MAINE.

high-grade materials.

pare,

CANDY.

Boil two cupfuls of granulated sugar
and one cupful of water until it turns a

Lowest Prices m Oxford Countv.
is the choice of every girl who has
The reason is simever tasted it.

GUMDR0P8.

add two

HILLS,

OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY

paper, spread
inch in thick-

ness and mark into squares while still
These caramels are perfectly dewarm.
licious, being both waxy and creamy.
Any single kind of nut meats may be
used.

FIG

Jeweler and Graduate

an

Medicine

Native· of Alaska.
The candleflsh la about the aire of a
smelt and so fat that when dried and
lighted It throws off a blaxe of auQlcieut power to be oaed for Illuminâttig purposes, says Forest nnd Stream.
Before the advent of the white man
and his candles these fiah were used

cupful of granulated sugar into
and stir constantceived much benefit from them, being
a military a graniteware saucepan
1. Λ poet, a
With an increased almost
after this date.
entirely cured from dizziness, station. 2. A mortuary vase, one who ly over a «low fire until the sugar is by the
number of helpers we shall strive to with which I was greatly afflicted bemelted, taking care it does not brown. pose
ardent. 3. To proceed, blood,
Put s

tive.]
minute orifice,

■· a

laid Registry book U7, pages «8 7-8.
of
A l*o the light of way leading from the top
aou
Mid mountain aa conveyed In said deed,
ilao all right, title and Interest of said corpora-1
tion In and to all right· of way described
[ranted by aald dee·;
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
or
has been broken, now therefore, by reason ■
r'alrn
the breach of the condition thereof I
foreclosure of said mortgtce.
C. WALK KB
November

14,1#».

EDWARD

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

bisaUfliSj^·
l»™«-^rsf
Β«£ο*·"£»
Coter.

Cltaasrt sod
IYomotrt a
Never Fail· to
Β sir to its YotïUiru»
Carts tcslp di«sws

